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Our Forest inspired us to work with local community around Biereen and develop a 
socio economic project for them, beekeeping. The Beyraq Women of Jubba Charity 
Association have cooperated with Al Shajarah in producing our Forest Honey.

Forest Honey
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Our Corporate Social 
Responsibility

Based on the vision of our founders, INVESTBANK has dedicated channels that reach 
out to surrounding communities, providing them with services.  Through our social 
responsibility efforts, the bank has focused on creating unique and effective initiatives 
that build the capacities of individuals and their environment and communities to achieve 
greater success, prosperity, and foster the spirit of loyalty and responsibility towards the 
larger community. 

INVESTBANK’s social responsibility philosophy lies in the creation of a snowball effect 
that enables us to build and develop sustainable initiatives, through which the impact of 
social and environmental development can be doubled.

We hand pick our social responsibility initiatives in order to ensure they are in harmony 
with our vision and the interests of our stakeholders to achieve common goals. Based on 
such reasoning, our core focus will be on two main pillars; supporting the environment 
and decreasing poverty pockets. 

In 2011, our hawk eyed focus allowed us to develop two long term partners and key 
initiatives. Our first initiative was based on positively affecting the environment, improving 
the skill sets and living standards of our local farmers. Partnering with the RSCN has 
allowed us to grow and sustain the local farmers of Ajloun by taking the lead in supporting 
organic farming. Within one year, a group of organic farmers were ready to showcase 
their products to the Amman marketplace. INVESTBANK and RSCN created the Al Shams 
Farmers’ Market, scheduled to display all organic and under conversion products to the 
public every Friday in Jabal Amman. The market carries fresh produce as well as naturally 
grown packaged items such as: olive oil, dry beans, herbs, honey and jams.

Our second initiative was based on supporting the environment by adopting and 
rehabilitating a forest in order to ensure its future sustainability. We partnered with Al 
Shajarah Association and took a section of the Beireen Forest where we fenced it and 
increased its plantation in 2011. To encourage the community to support our endeavor we 
extended a socio-economic project to an all women’s organization; Al Beyraq Women of 
Jubba Charity Association. This initiative involves honey making through the natural wild 
flowers around the Forest area. Bee cells were purchased and cared for in 2012 and by 
2013 the local women extracted and packaged the honey for those who delicately enjoy 
the fine taste of pure honey, Forest Honey.

Our joy comes in making an impact and seeing the difference made across all stakeholders. 
We plan to continue our heart-filled projects and grow them. Important initiatives in which 
we believe are fundamental in supporting involve the underprivileged youth, education; 
health as well as arts and culture such partners include the King Hussein Cancer 
Foundation; Al Aman Fund and the National Gallery of Fine Arts.
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Tikyet Um Ali

Maslow had a reason behind placing food as a necessity, we cannot live without 
it. Within the Holy Month of Ramadan, Tkiyet Um Ali was our primary provider in 
extending our attention to hundreds of families in the Zarqa area.
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Organic Farming
In support of the environment and improving the skills of local farmers of Ajloun 
we have partnered with the RSCN in establishing an organic farming initiative 
spearheaded by Al Kifah Assoication.
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CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD STATEMENT 

Dear Shareholders, 

It is my pleasure to submit to you in my name and on behalf of the Board of Directors the 31st Annual 
Report of the Bank for the year 2013.  We have witnessed during the said year accomplishments that 
have strengthened our position in the banking sector and enforced our efforts to fulfill the ambitious 
expectations we set for ourselves for the medium and long-term.

Pressures on the National Economy

As you are aware the economic activity in the Kingdom was influenced in the year 2013 with several 
internal and external factors.  The external factors were mainly the pressure resulting from the 
Syrian crisis and its shockwaves on the national economy, especially with the continuing inflow of 
refugees.  This has caused stress on resources and employment opportunities in the local market.  
The economic growth remained within 2.8% with parallel high inflation which reached 5.6%.

The internal factors were multifaceted. The large governmental budget deficit has caused more 
borrowing, which augmented the problem of public debt in volume and in percentage of the gross 
domestic product.  This lead to an increase of competition by the government with the private sector 
on the sources of financing. 
Additionally utilizing the Gulf countries grant on the state’s capital expenditures remained below 
expectations, and the balance of trade deficit increased due to the drop in the export of raw phosphate, 
fertilizers, and potassium even with the increase of exports in other commodities. 
Despite all the above, and despite the drop in tourism income due to reduction of numbers of tourist 
groups to Jordan, and the region generally, the noticeable increase in transfers from Jordanians 
working abroad has contributed to an increase in the Central Bank’s reserves of foreign currencies. 

Monetary Performance is a Bright Page in the Year 2013 

The monetary performance in the year 2013 was a bright page in the performance of the national 
economy, and it is a direct reflection of the wisdom of the Jordan Central Bank in managing monetary 
policies and with support in this regard by the operating banks.  As a result of this, the volume of 
foreign reserves has increased to reach about 12 billion dollars, which is a very satisfactory level 
in comparison with foreign reserves in the years 2012 and 2011.  Against this value, similar value 
was held by operating banks in the country.  Credit facilities granted by the banking system to all 
economic activities and the volume of deposits have shown a good increase. 

Positive and Promising Indicators for the Bank

INVESTBANK continued in the year 2013 to achieve tangible financial results, which indicate 
improving operational practices.  Before tax profits it increased by 20% and reached JOD 16.3 million, 
compared to JOD 13.6 million for the year 2012.  Net profits after tax increased by 6% compared to 
the year 2012, and reached JOD 12 million in the year 2013.  Assets increased by 10% compared 
with the previous year and reached JOD 779 million in the end of 2013.  Net direct credit facilities 
increased by 7% compared to the year 2012 and reached JOD 431 million, customer deposits and 
cash securities increased to JOD 562 million, in addition to increase in shareholders’ equity which 
reached 8.7%. 
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Strength in the Achievement of the Bank’s Strategy

In the field of achieving its strategic objectives the Bank continued in fulfilling the main items of its 
strategy both in the medium and long terms.  The Bank enforced its distinctive position in the field of 
client services by opening two new branches in two of the most prominent commercial and strategic 
locations, thus increasing the Bank branches to become 11 branches.  The expansion of ATM network 
was also strengthened, the bank continued also to develop and release new unique services, both at 
the local and regional levels.  This was performed parallel to continuing the Bank’s activities through 
subsidiary companies in the brokerage field (through Al MAWARED Financial Brokerage) and leasing 
field through (TAMKEEN) and supply chain financing (through IMDAD). 

Increase in Internet Banking Services 

We are proud today to be in an advanced leading position in internet banking services offered by 
the Bank, an aspect of service we concentrate on, utilizing iBank, which is at the highest level of 
sophistication via operational efficiency, accuracy, and security. 

International Partnerships to Enhance Internal Control and Auditing 

The team at the Bank concentrated in the year 2013 on developing the internal control tools and 
in making these more effective, in addition to enforcing the principles of corporate governance. 
To achieve these objectives we formed partnerships with leading international consulting firms to 
enforce the most up to date solutions and to strengthen auditing, internal control procedures and 
risk management.

Our Corporate Responsibility is a Priority of Which we are Proud 

In addition to our continued efforts to offer advanced banking services, we maintained our efforts 
in the service of the community. This is a fundamental cornerstone of our policy that we continue to 
supplement by deepening and strengthening our existing initiatives and to ensure their sustainability, 
and also to introduce more new initiatives to fulfill our basic objectives through them.  We aim to 
build the abilities of individuals and to develop their environment and to improve their societies, thus 
enabling them to achieve more success for themselves individually and for their whole communities.

To achieve the above objectives we formed strategic partnerships with the most notable local 
community organization to support youth, development, art, health, and environmental sectors.

A Distinguished Team

The distinguished and sincere efforts of the Bank’s management and the entire team and the trust 
of shareholders and clients was the main role in achieving the bright positive and promising results 
for the year 2013. It is this team work that we base our look forward for more successes in the year 
2014 and future years to continue our mission in achieving more rewarding accomplishments.

Bisher M. Jardaneh
Chairman
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The Thirty First Annual Report for the Financial Year 2013

To the respected Shareholders,

The Board of Directors is pleased to submit to you the 31st Annual Report covering the main 
accomplishments and activities of the Bank during 2013.  The Report includes also the Financial 
Statements and the Auditors Report for the financial year ending 31/12/2013.  The Board draws your 
kind attention to the achievements of the Bank, especially the financial performance of the Bank in 
the preceding exceptional year. 

Financial Achievements

Profits

The Bank achieved in 2013 net profits amounting to JOD 11.9 million compared to net profits 
amounting to JOD 11.3 million in 2012. 

Total profits prior to taxes were JOD 16.3 million, and deductible tax was JOD 4.3 million.

In all circumstances profits are handled in work procedures aimed to increasing these profits in 
a way that increase the Banks financial position and increase its capital and augment returns to 
shareholders.

Gross income

In 2013 the Bank achieved JOD 34.4 million gross income compared to JOD 42.1 million in 2012. 
Income from interests and commissions reached 85% of the gross income in 2013.

Balance Sheet

The total amount of the Bank’s balance sheet increased in the year 2013 to become JOD 779 million 
compared to JOD 709 million in 2012, an increase of 10%.  The direct facilities increased to become 
JOD 469 million (a net value of JOD 431 million) compared to JOD 446 million (a net value of JOD 404 
million) in 2012.  Total deposits with the Central Bank of Jordan and with local and foreign banks 
increased by 18%.

Following is a presentation of the variations of the main items in the Financial Statements

Rounded to the nearest million JOD                                                                              

Details                                                                                                      2013                               2012

Gross income
Net income from interest and commissions
Net profit before taxes
Profit for the year
Customer deposits
Total Direct credit facilities
Net Bank stocks portfolio
Value of issued guarantees

 Value of issued letters of credit and collection
 policies

34.426 
29.263 
16.264 
11.931 

517.866
468.907
15.362 
36.943 

211.336

42.145
31.297 
13.589 
11.252 

458.082
445.998
18.592 
21.243 

187.924
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Important Declarations

The presentation made is for the consolidated statement of the Bank, Al MAWARED for Financial 
Brokerage Company, TAMKEEN Leasing Company, IMDAD Supply Chain Financing, and Jordan 
Factoring Company (not yet active).

Capital Adequancy

INVESTBANK capital adequancy ratio reached 15.3% as of 2013, which is higher than the minimum 
required by Basel Committee of 8% and the Central Bank of Jordan of 12%.

Credit Facilities

The total direct Bank credit facilities portfolio increased in the end of 2013 to become JOD 469 million 
(JOD 431 million net).  The portfolio was distributed among various sectors such as general trading, 
construction, manufacturing, real estate financing , stock activities;  in addition to personal loans, 
housing loans vehicle financing and foreign trading financing.  The needs of the clients and national 
economy were taken in consideration on the one hand while confirming compliance with banking 
standards on the other hand to ensure credit worthiness. 

Credit Classification  

The Capital Intelligence Organization classified the Bank as: Financial Strength: BB+ / Outlook: 
Stable. This classification confirms the stability of the Bank and its capacity to continue its banking 
operations despite all the difficult circumstances that we all are aware of.

Corporate Governance 

In view of their responsibilities, the Board of Directors created committees required by organizational 
governance as per the governance guide issued by the Central Bank. These Committees carried 
out the tasks and duties allocated to them as per the organizational governance policies, these 
Committees are:

• Corporate Governance Committee
• Audit and Compliance Committee.
• Risk Management Committee.
• Naminations and Renumeration Committee.

In addition to the following standing Committees:

• High Level Credit Facilities Committee.
• Investment Committee.

Corporate Governance Policy
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The Governance Policy of the Bank and the Board of Directors Regulation and the Nominations and 
Rewards Committee Regulation were approved based on the governance guide issued by the Central 
Bank. The Governance Policy was amended based on the Companies Governance Rule issued by the 
Securities Commission. 

Anti-Money Laundering

The Compliance Administration in the Bank carries out daily close monitoring of all banking 
operations and transactions to avoid any risks that may arise out of any suspicious and illegal activity 
to safeguard the reputation of the Bank and the interest of all clients and to stop any operation that 
may have any connection to money laundering or terrorism financing. 

The reporting system (OBI) was developed and it is connected to the banking system to provide the 
Compliance and Anti Money Laundering Administration in real time with all the reports and required 
information to monitor all activities and transactions that are carried out in the Bank branches and 
departments.

It is in this framework that the Bank purchased and enforced an automated system dedicated to 
combat money laundering and terrorism financing operations, the system was connected to the 
banking system to enforce monitoring all transactions that are carried out in the Bank. This will 
enable detection of any suspicious or abnormal activities in the accounts of the clients. 

Shareholders Equities

The authorized and paid up capital of the Bank has become JOD 100 million / shares on 31/3/2012 
after underwriting the non-allocated shares (as per underwriting transactions rights rules) in 
Amman Stock Exchange.  In this way the Bank has complied with all the requirements of the Jordan 
Central Bank in this regard.

Capital Investment 

Total capital investment of the Bank on 31/12/2013 was the amount of JOD 24,022,167.

Competitiveness of the Bank 

The Bank pursues the improvement of its competitiveness within the framework of the banking 
system.  This while ensuring the attraction of deposits that are stable and by granting facilities as 
per safe credit standards. The share of the Bank in the local banking market is as follows: customer 
deposits 1.9%, total facilities 2.3%.  
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Recommendations of the Board 
of Directors 

The Board of Directors recommends to the respected shareholders the following,

based on what was presented:

1. Ratification of the Financial Statements for the year 2013 and clearance of the Board of 
Directors for the said year. 

2. Approval of the Board of Directors recommendation to distribute profits to the 
shareholders in the amount of JOD 7 million (seven million Jordanian dinars), or 7% of 
the capital.

3. Appointing an auditor for the closing accounts for the year 2014.

On this occasion, the Board of Directors wishes to thank the shareholders and all clients 
of the Bank for their confidence and support, and recognizes all employees for their 
loyal and dedicated services that secured the continued success of the Bank. 
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Al Shams Farmer’s Market

Al Shams Farmer’s Market was created, with the cooperation of the RSCN, as at a 
platform to market and sell the organic produce provided by our local farmers in 
Ajloun.
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Activities of the Bank and the Financial Statements

INVESTBANK maintained its successful progress, as evident from the various financial statements, 
despite the fact that the year 2013 was characterized by lack of clarity in the economic situation 
in view of the rate of economic growth that remained less than 3%, and an increase in public 
debt and continued budget deficit. The Bank sets out its plans based on the accumulated and 
diversified experiences and the variety of products and services it offers, in addition to continuing 
the development of its systems and operations which contributed to more efficiency and rise in the 
results of its operations. 

First: Sources of Funds

1. Deposits

The customer deposits in the Bank reached JOD 518 million in the end of 2013, of which JOD 87 
million are in foreign currencies, compared to JOD 458 million in 2012, of which JOD 106 million 
were in foreign currencies.  The Bank concentrates on the customer deposits as the most important 
sources of finance, especially low cost funds, taking into considerations the requirements of the 
Bank to finance its activities.  This is reflected in schedule No. 1 which indicate the sources of funds, 
and schedule No. 2 which shows the growth in volume of customer deposits in JOD and foreign 
currencies in the year 2013 compared to the year 2012.  

Schedule No. 1 

Rounded to the nearest million JOD

Details  The year 2013  The year 2012

Customer deposits 85% 518 87% 458

Banks’ deposits 8%  47  3%          11      

Cash securities 7%  44  10% 56 

Total 100% 609 100% 525

A graph showing the sources of funds in 2013

Bank's deposits 8%

Customer deposits 7%

Cash securities 85%
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Schedule No. 2 

Details For the year 2013 For the year 2012

Customer Deposits in JOD    431                       352               
 Customer deposits in Foreign    
Currencies

87                         106               

 Total                        518                       458               

2. Increase in the shareholders equities 

The equities of the shareholders increased in the end of 2013 and reached JOD 139 million 
compared to JOD 135 million in the end of 2012 with a growth of 3%.

Second: Utilization of Funds

Schedule No. 3 shows the distribution of the utilization of fund which grew in the year 2013 
compared to the year 2012 with a percentage of 9% as per the various utilization and share of 
each item as follows:

Schedule No. 3

To the nearest million JOD

Detail For the year 2013 For the year 2012
 Balances and deposits in banks and banking
 establishments

    
9% 

67 10% 71

Cash and deposits in the Jordan Central Bank    10%    73 7% 48

Total credit facilities    62%   469          64%        446

 Cash assets portfolio    19%  146          18% 127

Total    100% 755          100%       692

A graph showing assets management for the year 2013
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We present below the utilization of some of the items referred to above as follows:

1- Investments in the financial assets portfolio 

The Bank allocated investments in the field of stocks and bond in the year 2013 with a total of JOD 146 
million of which JOD 15 million was in stocks and JOD 131 million in bonds as detailed in schedule 
4 which shows the volume of these investments in the end of the year 2013 compared to the end of 
the year 2012.

 

Schedule No.4

To the nearest million JOD

 Detail For the year 2013 For the year 2012

Financial assets/shares 15 19

 Financial assets / bonds 131 108

 Total 146 127
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1- Credit Facilities

The Bank continued in 2013 to follow the policy of evaluated awarding of facilities based on banking 
standards and credit worthiness.  This was enforced on the basis of analyzing the requests of 
clients and making these subject to adopted guidance and policies, whether these were related to 
direct facilities or indirect ones as follows:

A) Direct Facilities 

Even though the Bank continued to concentrate in  2013 on the various financing programs and 
personal loan programs, credit cards, housing loans, and others ; the Bank also increased its efforts 
toward small and medium companies and financing of foreign trading operations and financing 
projects in different sectors; despite all these efforts the Bank maintained a calculated and careful 
policy prior to granting these facilities in order to avoid credit risks and to protect the interests of the 
clients themselves and the share holders in the first place. Despite this, the results for 2013 showed 
a rise in the value of the credit facilities portfolio which reached JOD 469 million against JOD 446 
million in 2012 and a growth ratio of 5%.

B) Indirect Credits

The Bank is aware of the importance of financing foreign trading operations (Letters of Credit, 
Collection Bonds and Guarantees), as these are the second channel for utilization of funds, and to 
confirm the Bank’s role in financing foreign trade operations in the Kingdom, the Bank continued 
offering facilities for this sector while taking into consideration the existing risks which necessitated 
thorough study and review of each facilities request. The Bank provided facilities to this sector by the 
Bank in 2013 amounting to about JOD 248 million compared to JOD 209 million in 2012, as detailed 
in Schedule No. 5 

Schedule No. 5

Rounded to the nearest million JOD

 Detail The year 2013 The year 2012

Letters of Credit and Collection Policies 211.336 187.924

Guarantees 36.943 21.243 

 Total 248.279 209.167

Third: Income Statement and Changes in Shareholders Equities  

A) Income Statements

Gross income for the year 2013 was about JOD 34.4 million and net profit after taxes was about 
JOD 11.9 million.  The following Schedule No. 6 shows the most important items of income and 
expenditure accrued in the years 2013 and 2012.
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Schedule No. 6 

Rounded to the nearest million JOD

Detail
 The year

2013
Percentage

 The year
2012

Percentage

Gross income 58.948 100% 61.358 100%

Credit interests 48.185 82% 45.587 74%

Net commissions 5.600 10% 4.922 8%

Profits of financial assets 1.347 2% 0.709 1%

 Variation of currencies and other 3.816 6% 10.139 17%

 Total expenditures 42.685 100% 47.769 100%

Debit interests 24.522 57% 19.213 40%

 Administrative & general
expenses and depreciation

17.319 41% 15.542 33%

Debts & Various Provisions 0.844 2% 13.015    27%

Net profit before tax 16.264 13.589

Income tax 4.333 2.337

 Net profit after tax 11.931 11.252

B) Changes in the Shareholders Equities 

- Profits

Total distributable profits for 2013 were JOD 7.5 million. It is to be noted that from the profits of 
2013 and the retained profits totaling JOD 15.7 million there is an amount of JOD 4.4 million which is 
on hold as per the instructions of the Central Bank against deferred taxes.  Additionally there is an 
amount of JOD 1.3 million which cannot be utilized, and this amount represents early enforcement of 
the International Standard No. 9 of the financial reports. Based on the request of the Jordan Central 
Bank there is an amount of JOD 2.5 million the use of which is restricted and it represents balances 
of irregular operations.  Another amount of JOD 0.1 million the use of which is restricted and it 
represents difference in the re-evaluation of financial assets evaluated at fair value via the income 
statement.  Schedule No. 7 represents movement of retained earnings.
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Schedule No. 7 

  Rounded to the nearest million JOD

Detail For the year 2013
 For the year  

2012

Beginning balance 14.3 13.1

Year profit              11.9 11.2

Transferred to (from) reserves (2.1) (2)

                                                    Profits  selling of financial assets              
through other comprehensive income

(0.4) (0.1)

Distributed profits              (8.0) (8.0)

(Balance (Retained profits at the end of the year 15.7  14.3

 

 - Shareholders equities

The total equities of the shareholders continued rising at the end of 2013 and reached JOD 139 million 
again JOD 135 million in 2012 with an increase of 3%. Schedule No. (8) Shows the total equities of the 
shareholders for the years 2013 and 2012 as follows:

Schedule No. 8 

Rounded to the nearest million JOD

Detail For the year 2013  For the year 2012

 Paid up capital 100 100

Statuary reserve 17.7 16.1

General banking risks reserve 4.2 3.8

Fair value reserve - net 1.1 0.3

Retained earning 15.7 14.3

Total 138.7 134.5
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Important Financial Indicators

The historical indicators of the Bank throughout the years 2009 to 2013 show continuous rise in the 
equities of the shareholders by about 49%. The paid up capital by 43%.  Profits after tax by 65%.  
These indicators reflect the increasing volume of the banking activities performed by the Bank and 
its continuing upward move parallel to strengthening its strong foundation as shown in the growth 
percentages and the financial statements as detailed in Schedule No. 9.

Schedule No. 9

Important Financial Indicators

Rounded to the nearest million JOD

Details 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

A)  Growth

 Total shareholders equities 93.249 107.421 131.422 134.509 138.754

Paid up capital 70.000 77.500 85.250 100.000 100.000

Payments on capital increase - - 14.117 - -

Total assets 666.715 677.217 691.772 708.514 778.923

Customer deposits 477.606 449.296 469.627 458.082 517.866

 Loans and credit facilities 315.277 378.816 386.577 445.998 468.907

B) Profitability 

Total income 21.423 34.889 36.492 42.145 34.426

(Year profit (after taxes 7.238 10.887 9.596 11.252 11.931
 Cash profits distributed to
shareholders

- - 8.000 8.000 *7.000

Percentage of cash distribution - - 0.080 0.080 0.070

Share of each stock from the net profits fils 99 141fils 112fils fils 113  fils 119

Return on the average assets 1.1% 1.6% 1.4% 1.6% 1.6%
 Return on the average shareholders
 equity

8.1%  10.9% 8.0% 8.4% 8.7%

(C) Market Value of Share (JOD 1.50 1.61 1.34 1.18 1.20

* The Board of Directors resolved to recommend to the shareholders general assembly to distribute 
JOD 7 million for the year 2013, equaling 7% of the capital, and this is subject to the approval of the 
shareholders general assembly. 
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Distribution of Free Shares

The Bank continued the distribution of free shares to the shareholder in the framework of its effort 
to increase the capital of the Bank and in a way that complies with the requirements of the Central 
Bank and strengthens the financial base of the Bank.  A total of 8.250 million shares were distributed 
annually from the years 2006 until 2010 as shown in Schedule No. 10. 

Schedule No. 10 

Year Percentage of capital  No. of shares

2006 25% 11,000,000

2007 11.50% 6,325,000

2008 14.15% 8,675,000

2009 10.74% 7,500,000

2010 10% 7,750,000

Profits for the year

The following graph shows the annual profits after taxes from 2009 to 2013:
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Additional Explainations

The shares owned by members of the Board of Directors and individuals in the senior management 
and their relatives and the controlled companies for the years 2013 and 2012.

A) Number of Financial Instruments Owned by the Board of Directors

2013                                 2012

Name Position Nationality
    No.  of 
Shares

Total Total

Abdul Rahim Jardaneh & Sons 
Co., represented by

Jordanian 185,581

185,581 185,581

Mr. Bisher M. Jardaneh Chairman
Jordanian

---

Madaba Financial Investment Co., 
represented by

Jordanian 38,138

95,699 115,699

Mr. Ayman S. Jumean
Vice 
Chairman

Jordanian 57,561

Dr. Mohammad K. Al-Tal Member Jordanian 1,259,871 1,259,871 1,117,539

Dr. Nabil H. Qaddumi Member Kuwaiti 2,153,936 2,153,936 2,153,936

Raouf Abu Jaber & Sons Co. 
represented by

Member Jordanian 9,088 9,188
9,088

Mr. Ziad R. Abu Jaber -- Jordanian 100 ---

The Jordan Drug Store Company 
represented by 

Member Jordanian 1,009,479 5,972,345

5,972,345

Mrs. Zina N. Jardaneh Member Jordanian 4,962,866 ---

Mr. Abdul Rahim N. Jardaneh Member Jordanian 8,431,216 8,431,216 8,431,216

Dr. Foti I. Khamis Member Jordanian      83,687      83,687      83,687

Mrs. Wijdan M. Al Talhouni Member Jordanian
    

889,561
   889,561

    
889,561

Mr. Fahmi bin F. Abu Khadra Member Saudi 2,057,234 2,057,234 2,027,055

Bank of Palestine Company 
represented by
Mr. Hashem H. Al-Shawwa

Member
Palestinian

Jordanian
9,420,627 9,420,627 8,338,098
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B) Number of Financial Instruments Owned by Relatives of the Members of the Board of Directors 
(Wife and Minor Offspring)

No. of Shares

No. Name Title
Relationship / 
Nationality

2013 2012

1

Mr. Ayman S. Jumean
Vice 
Chairman

Jordanian

Nahlah T. Karadsheh Wife / Jordanian 4,236 4,236

Shafiq A. Jumean Son  / Jordanian 4,236 4,236

Ziad A. Jumean Son / Jordanian 4,236 4,236

2

Mr. Abdul Rahim N. Jardaneh Member

Nizar A. Jardaneh Son  / Jordanian 1,070 1,070

Darah A. Jardaneh Daughter / Jordanian 1,070 1,070

Rawan A. Jardaneh Daughter / Jordanian 2,140 2,140

3

Mrs. Wijdan M. Al Talhouni Member Jordanian

Bassam K. Al Saket Husband / Jordanian 123,719 123,719
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C) Number of Shares Owned by Companies Controlled by Members of the Board of Directors and 
Their Relatives 

2013

Name Position
Name of the 
controlled 
company

Classification 
of company

Nationality

No. of 
shares 
owned 
by the 
controlled 
company 

Mr. Bisher M. 
Jardaneh

Chairman 
of the 
Board

Almashreq 
Real Estate 
Services Co.

Private 
Joint Stock 
Company

Jordanian 329,141

Arabtech 
Jardaneh 
Palestine

Private 
Joint Stock 
Company

Palestinian  33,331

Mr. Ayman S. 
Jumean

Vice 
Chairman

Madaba 
Financial 
Investment Co.

Private 
Joint Stock 
Company

Jordanian   38,138

D) Number of Shares Owned by Individuals in Senior / Executive Management 

No shares are owned by individuals in senior/executive management.

E) Number of Shares Owned by Relatives of Individuals Senior / Executive Management (Wife and 
minor offspring)

No shares are owned by relatives of individuals in senior / executive management.

F) Number of Shares Owned by Companies by Individuals in Senior / Executive Management or 
Their Relatives

No shares are owned by companies controlled by individuals in senior management and their 
relatives.
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G) Names of Major Shareholders and the Number of Shares Owned by Each One of Them 
Compared to the Previous Year

The year 2013 The year 2012

No. Name
No. of 
shares

Percentage 
of holding

No. of 
shares

Percentage
of holding

1 Mr. Ehab S. Jumean 11,880,143    11.880% 11,880.143 11.880%

2 Bank of Palestine Company  9,420,627      9.421%  8,338,098 8.338%

3 Mr. Abdulrahim N. Jardaneh  8,431,216      8.431%  8,431,216 8.431%

4 Mrs. Raghdah H. Mango  7,026,822      7.027%   7,026,822 7.027%

5 Abu Jaber Brothers Co.  6,121,750      6.122%   7,371,750 7.371%

 H) Loans Extended by the Bank to Members of the Board of Directors

The total balance of loans and direct and indirect facilities utilized as at the end of 2013 and that were 
granted to the members of the Board of Directors and those connected to them was an amount of 
21,662,203.

Benefits and Allowances Granted to the Members of the Board of Directors in the Year 2013 

Name
 Annual 
 travel
allowance

 Allowance for 
 membership

 in committees
 or subsidiary

companies

      Annual   
 award

             
Total

Mr. Bisher M. Jardaneh 6,000 29,000 5,000 40,000 

Mr. Ayman S. Jumean 6,000 5,195 5,000 16,195 

Mr. Ziad R. Abu Jaber 6,000 2,080  5,000 13,080 

Mrs. Wijdan M. Al-Talhouni 5,500 1,350 4,375 11,225 

Dr. Mohammad K. Al-Tal 5,500 1,500 4,375 11,375 

Mr. Abdul Rahim N. Jardaneh 6,000 5,250 5,000 16,250 

Dr. Foti I Khamis 6,000 4,500 5,000 15,500 

 Mrs. Zina N. Jardaneh 9,000 1,408 5,000 15,406 

 Dr. Nabil H. Qaddumi 9,000 1,500 5,000 15,500 

Mr. Hashem H Al-Shawwa 8,250 374    4,375 12,999 

Mr. Fahmi F. Khadra 6,000 2,637 5,000 13,637 

 Total 73,250 54,792 53,125 181,167
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Benefits and Allowances Granted to Individuals in Senior Management Positions in the Year 2013
Salaries of senior management as at the end of 2013:

Details of salaries (JOD)

Name Basic salary

 Bonuses/
 privileges/

 leave
allowances

Awards
 Total

salaries

Total for the bank staff only 954,925 1,250 279,137 1,235,312

Corporate Social Responsibility and Environmental Protection

The year 2013 witnessed important accomplishments by the Bank in the field of social responsibility. 
We have completed four years in supporting higher education by offering scholarship to a number 
of orphans in Dar Al-aman.  The organic farming project, managed by our strategic partner Royal 
Society for the Conservation of Nature in co-operation with “Kifah”, has shown tangible growth 
and contributed in the skills and resources of farmers.  The year has also witnessed an important 
accomplishment in creating Alshams Local Market which enabled our organic farmers to expand 
beyond their local market in Ajloun and to reach the capital Amman, where they reached higher 
marketing, sales, and trading levels.

Our partnership with Al-shajara Society enabled us to reach an important qualitative stage where 
we established farms for bee hives in the Jubbah Area which surrounds our woods in Beerain area 
to produce organic natural honey.  This initiative created an opportunity to train women in the are on 
bee keeping and on the extraction and packaging of honey in suitable containers.

In addition to the above mentioned in the field of supporting and improving the environment, the Bank 
also continued to provide support to King Hussain Caner Foundation, whether to offer treatment 
expenses to individuals or to provide financial support to the Center by supporting the marathon 
organized by the Foundation and the mount Kilimanjaro climbing initiative.

Parallel to the above efforts in the field of social responsibility, we continued our concentration 
on the paper recycling initiative in our offices, and to reach to paperless meetings of the Board of 
Directors and committees.  We trained members of the work team to take vital roles in supporting 
the environment.  We also unveiled products that give an award for those who utilize them in adopting 
complete paperless operations.

We hope that our efforts accomplish tangible and sustained influence on local communities and the 
Kingdom as a whole.
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List of Support and Donations in the Year 2013 

Name of recipient body                   Amount (JOD)

Royal Society for the Conservation of Nature 36,807

Hashemite Jordanian Fund for Human Development 19,372

Al-shajara Society 18,000

King Hussain Cancer Center 17,920

Al-aman Fund for Orphans Future 10,000

Others 525

 Total 102,624

Auditing Fees for the Bank and Subsidiary Companies 

• Auditing fees for INVESTBANK in the year 2013 were JOD 57,536. 

• Auditing fees for Al MAWARED for Financial Brokerage Company in the year 2013 were JOD 8,120. 

• Auditing fees for TAMKEEN Leasing Company in the year 2013 were JOD 1,450. 

• Auditing fees for Al IMDAD Supply Chain Financing in 2013 were JOD 2,900. 

Human Resources

The Bank takes care in attracting qualified candidates for vacant positions, and then the applicants 
are screened to select the best qualified ones based on the selection standards and the approved 
hiring policies.  This policy guarantees that sufficient numbers of properly qualified staff are available 
at the proper time and as per the Bank’s organization chart and manpower plans.  By following this 
principle, properly qualified and capable employees are then selected to carry full responsibility 
to achieve the vision of INVESTBANK and reach the planned targets.  The Bank appointed qualified 
staff with distinguished experience in the banking field in 2013 to supplement its staffing structure.  
The number of the Bank’s employees and subsidiary companies in the end of 2013 reached 445 
employees.
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The number of employees in the Bank and their qualifications

A) Total number of the Bank employees, excluding the subsidiary companies

Qualification     Total number

Master degree     21

Bachelor’s degree     296

Diploma      45

General Secondary school    11

Less than secondary school       26

Total       399

 B) Distribution of staff between the Head Office and the various branches of the Bank

Detail        No.

Head Office/ Abdul Hamid Sharaf Street    272

Main Branch / Head Office       18

PRIME clients service center / Head office          7

Makkah Branch / Makkah Street        8

Emmar Branch / Emmar Towers        9

City Branch / King Hussain Street           7

Swaifiyah Branch / Wakalat Street        9

Wihdat Branch / Al Sharq Al Awsat Roundabout      9 

Sahab Branch / Sahab Industrial City Branch       7

Zarqa Branch / King Hussain Street        7

Irbid Branch / Wasfi Eltal Street        8

Aqaba Branch / Alnahda Street        7

Abdoun Branch / Suleiman Qidah Street       4

Sales Department        27

Total        399
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A) Distribution of staff in subsidiary companies 

Company                                                                    No. of employees

Al Mawared for Financial Brokerage Company      13

Imdad Company / Aljuwaida        19

Tamkeen Leasing Company / Makkah Street       14

Total          46

 

Developing the skills of the employees

In line with the Bank’s policy to develop the skills and abilities of its staff and to enable them to 
carry out their duties efficiently and productively,  which leads to raising the level of service and 
productivity of the Bank, 55% of the Bank employees participated in specialized training courses and 
workshops, some of which are:

Executing organization                    Name of the course                                                              No. 

EBRD Financial Institutions           EBRD TFB Forum ISTANBUL/TURKEY       1 

EMP Middle East                               PCI Workshop      1

EMP Middle East                               MXP MODULES COURSE      3

EMP Middle East                               Clearing & Settlement      3

European Bank for Reconstruction       EBRD Workshop at Joint Vienna Institute

& Deployments                                  form                                                                                1

Fleming Gulf Conferences              Retail Banking Forum                                                       1

LEAD Academy                                  Mini MBA                                                                               1

ORACLE                                               Oracle flexcube universal banking                          IT Team

OTRAIN                                               Cisco FIREWALL                                                              2

OTRAIN                                               Cisco FIREWALL / EXAM                                               2

Simplix Academy                              ISO 27001                                                                           1

Albatross Consultants                     Risk management in banks                                            1

Universal Strategy and Governance/      Basics of reading financial

Securities Commission                   statements of banks and 

                                                              Companies governance                                                     1

The General Trade Union of the         Social Security Law in view of the discussions

Employees of Banks & Insurance       in Parliament                                                                        3
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Association of banks in Jordan                   Focus Power Compliance                                                      1

Association of banks in Jordan                   Banking transactions Rules and regulations

                                                                               Issued by the Jordan Central Bank                                     9

Association of banks in Jordan                   Information security and risks                                             3

International Chamber of Commerce           Meeting of the national banking committee                     1

Talal Abu Ghazaleh Knowledge Society          Accounting Training Diploma                                                1

Institute of Banking Studies                         Banking forgery and counterfeiting                                  38

Institute of Banking Studies            New security markings for banking networks                     1

Institute of Banking Studies                        Total training diploma for bankers                                      1

Institute of Banking Studies                        Diploma of Credit Banking Officer                                       7

Internal Courses (Specialized outside

Trainer / in the Bank’s Training Hall         Tellers Role Play                                                                    32

Internal Courses (Specialized outside         CROs Role Play                                                                       26

Trainer / in the Bank’s Training Hall         

Internal Courses (Specialized outside

Trainer / in the Bank’s Training Hall         Operational Risk Awareness                                                77

Subsidiary Companies

1- Name of Subsidiary Company: Al MAWARED for Financial Brokerage Company

Legal status: Limited Liability Company.

Objectives of the company: Carrying out financial brokerage activities via its license as 
financial broker, broker to his own account, margin financing, investment management, 
safekeeping, investment safekeeping, financial consultancy, offering management

Capital: Ten million JOD

Percentage of ownership by the Bank: 100%

Address: Amman – Shmeisani – Abdul Hamid Sharaf Street, Building No. 43

No. of employees: 13

Addresses of branches: The Company has no branches.

Projects owned by the company and capital thereof: None

Vice President of the mangers’ commission / General Manager: Ms. Hana Salem Al Harrasis. 

2- Name of Subsidiary Company: TAMKEEN Leasing Company

Type: Private joint stock company No. (911)

Objectives of the company: Leasing activities and importing what is required to fulfill the 
objectives of the company.

Capital: Five million JOD
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Percentage of ownership by the Bank: 90%

Address: Amman / Makkah Street / INVESTBANK Building / Building No. 244

No. of employees: 14

Addresses of branches: The Company has no branches

Projects owned by the company and capital thereof: All assets and projects financed by the 
company are registered in the name of the company by leasing contracts and/or documented 
by concerned departments.

The company is registered and licensed. 

3- Name of Subsidiary Company: Al IMDAD Supply Chain Financing

Type: Private Joint Stock Company

Objectives of the company: Financing working capital, financing imports and exports of 
goods and raw materials.

Capital: 3 million JOD

Percentage of ownership by the Bank: 94%

Address: Amman / Al Juweideh/behind Amman Customs/ Saleh Felaih Alatiyat Street/ 
Building No. 19

No. of employees: 19

Addresses of branches: INVESTBANK Bonded Branch – Sahab – King Abdullah Second 
Industrial City 

Projects owned by the company and capital thereof: None

4- Name of Subsidiary Company: Jordan Factoring Company 

Not yet active

Type: Limited Liability Company

Main activity:  Financing imports and exports and factoring.

Objectives of the company:

Capital: 30,000 JOD

Percentage of ownership by the Bank: 100%
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General Declarations
- There are no dealings with specific suppliers and / or main clients (both local and foreign) that 

form 10% or more of the total purchases and / or sales and revenues.

- There no governmental protections or privileges which the Bank or any of its products receive 
under rules and regulations or other areas.

- The Bank does not have or obtained any copy rights or franchise rights.

- The Bank enforces international quality standards and the Bank received BB+ classification from 
Capital Intelligence. 

- There are no resolutions issued by governmental or international bodies or any other body that 
have any tangible influence on the operations of the Bank or its products or it competitiveness. 

- During the financial year 2013 there were no financial influences of operations of non-repetitive 
nature and that are not within the main activities of the Bank.

- There are contracts, projects, and links initiated by the Bank with members of the Board and 
their relatives as follows:

• Electrosec Company : Mr. Ayman R. Jumean – Member of the Board of Directors.

• United Insurance Company : Mr. Ziad R. Abu Jaber, Member of the Board of Directors.

• Fabco Company : Mr. Mohammad K. Al Tal, Member of the Board of Directors.

• United Alsharq Establishment : Marwan and Samer Kardsheh Samer,  Mr. Marwan Karadsheh. 

- The Bank is subject by nature of its operations to a group of risks and these are elaborated on in 
clarification No. (38) of the Financial Statements for the year 2013.

- The accomplishments achieved by the Bank are supported by figures and by description of main 
events the Bank witnessed during the year 2013 / these are stated in the activities of the Bank. 

- The developments of profits and in the net shareholders equities and the price of the share and 
the distributed profits / are explained in page (25).

- Analysis of the Bank’s financial position for the year 20-13 is shown in pages 20 -24.

- Important future developments and the Bank’s future plan / are shown in the Bank’s operation 
program (the strategic plan) for the year 2014.
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 Declarations by the Board of Directors

The Board of Directors of INVESTBANK declares that there are no substantial matters that may 
affect the continuity of the Bank in the financial year 2014.  The Board of Directors of INVESTBANK 
declares its responsibility in the preparation of the financial statements and in providing effective 
monitoring system in the Bank.

Name Title Signature

Mr. Bisher M. Jardaneh
Chairman,
Representing Abdul Rahim 
Jardaneh & Sons Co. 

Mr. Ayman S. Jumean
Vice Chairman
Representing Madaba Co. for 
Financial Investments

Dr. Mohammed K. Al-Tal Board Member

Dr. Nabil H. Qaddumi Board Member

Mr. Ziad R. Abu Jaber
Board Member
Representing Raouf Abu 
Jaber & Sons Co. 

Mr. Fahmi F. Abu Khadra Board Member

Mr. Abdul Rahim N. Jardaneh Board Member

Dr. Foti I. Khamis Board Member

Mrs. Zina N. Jardaneh
Board Member
Representing Jordan Drug 
Store Company

Mrs. Wijdan M. Al Talhouni Board Member

Mr. Hashem H. Al-Shawwa
Board Member
Representing Bank of 
Palestine

We the undersigned declare the accuracy and exactness and fullness of information and 
statements included in this report. 

Chief Financial Officer Chief Executive Officer Chairman

Ms. Mais A. Shalabi Mr. Muntaser I. Dawwas Mr. Bisher M. Jardaneh
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Independent Auditor’s Report

To the Shareholders of INVESTBANK

Report on the Consolidated Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of INVEST BANK (a public 
shareholding company), which comprise the consolidated statement of financial position as of 31 
December 2013, and the consolidated statements of income, comprehensive income, changes in 
equity and cash flows for the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and 
other explanatory notes.

Management’s Responsibility for the Consolidated Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial 
statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal 
control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial 
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on 
our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those 
standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to 
obtain reasonable assurance whether the consolidated financial statements are free from material 
misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures 
in the consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, 
including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial 
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers 
internal control relevant to entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial 
statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not 
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit 
also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 
accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the 
consolidated financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 
for our audit opinion.
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Opinion

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the 
consolidated financial position of INVEST BANK as of 31 December 2013, and its consolidated 
financial performance and its consolidated cash flows for the year then ended in accordance 
with International Financial Reporting Standards.

Report on Regulatory Requirements

INVEST BANK maintains proper accounting records and the accompanying consolidated 
financial statements are in agreement therewith and with the consolidated financial statements 
included in the Board of Directors’ report and we recommend that the General Assembly of the 
Shareholders to approve these consolidated financial statements.

Other matters

The accompanying consolidated financial statements of INVEST BANK for the year ended                                 
31 December 2012 were audited by another auditor who expressed an unqualified opinion on 
such statements on 15 April 2013.

PricewaterhouseCoopers “Jordan” L.L.C.

Stephan Stephan
License No. (489)

Amman, Jordan
14 April 2014
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Position

As of 31 December 2013

Note 2013 2012

JD JD

Assets

Cash and balances at the Central Bank of Jordan 4 72,605,317 47,545,437

Balances at banks and financial institutions 5 65,510,489 70,630,082

Deposits banks and financial institutions 6 1,418,000 230,778

Financial assets at fair value through statement of income 7 7,399,431 9,589,936

Direct credit facilities - net 10 430,882,813 404,311,268

Financial assets at fair value  through other comprehensive income 8 10,406,392 12,174,711

Financial assets at amortized cost 9 127,803,961 105,394,480

Property and equipment-net 11 22,135,540 21,488,869

Intangible assets 12 1,886,627 1,918,827

Deferred tax assets 19 4,415,557 4,552,123

Other assets 13 34,458,927 30,677,584

Total Assets 778,923,054 708,514,095

Liabilities And Equity

Liabilities

Banks and financial institutions deposits 14 46,650,847 11,044,231

Customers deposits 15 517,866,177 458,081,546

Cash margins 16 44,075,189 56,336,663

Borrowed funds 17 15,663,001 33,822,859

Sundry provisions 18 969,764 588,506

Provision for income tax 19 3,042,760 3,564,655

Deferred tax liabilities 19 818,193 616,660

Other liabilities 20 10,308,973 9,225,958

Total Liabilities 639,394,904 573,281,078

Equity

Authorised share capital 21 100,000,000 100,000,0000

Subscribed and paid-up share capital 21 100,000,000 100,000,000

Statutory reserve 22 17,682,152 16,055,800

General banking risks reserve 22 4,230,548 3,805,907

Fair value reserve - net 23 1,086,382 330,893

Retained earnings 24 15,754,630 14,315,943

Total equity attributable to the share of the bank 138,753,712 134,508,543

Non-controlling interest 26 774,438 724,474

Total equity 139,528,150 135,233,017

Total liabilities and equity 778,923,054 708,514,095

The attached notes from 1 to 47 are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements
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Consolidated Statement of Income

For the year ended 31 December  2013

Note 2013 2012

JD JD

Interest income 27 48,184,866 45,587,043
Interest expense 28 (24,521,847) (19,212,605)
Net Interest Income 23,663,019 26,374,438
Net commissions income 29 5,599,902 4,922,370
Net Interest and Commissions Income 29,262,921 31,296,808
Gain from foreign currency exchange 30 1,688,062 3,144,390
Gains from financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 31 652,721 82,795
 Cash dividends from financial assets at fair value
through other comprehensive income 8 694,502 626,311
Other income 32 2,128,048 6,994,834
Gross income 34,426,254 42,145,138
Employees expenses 33 (9,406,529) (8,843,199)
Depreciation and amortization 11,12 (2,026,318) (1,942,118)
Other expenses 34 (5,885,676) (4,756,331)
 Provision for impairment in direct credit facilities 10 (294,478) (2,943,308)
Sundry provisions 13,18 (549,728) (10,071,217)
Total expenses (18,162,729) (28,556,173)
Net income for the year before income tax 16,263,525 13,588,965
 Income tax expense 19 (4,332,850) (2,336,594)
Net income for the year 11,930,675 11,252,371
Attributable to:
Shareholders of the bank 11,880,711 11,218,390
Non-controlling interest 26 49,964 33,981

11,930,675 11,252,371
 Basic and diluted earnings per share from net income for
 the year attributable to shareholders of the banks 35 0.119 0.113

The attached notes from 1 to 47 are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements
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INVESTBANK
(Public Shareholding Company)
Consolidated Statement of Income

For the year ended 31 December  2013

2013 2012

JD JD

Net income for the year 11,930,675 11,252,371

Other comprehensive income items:

Change in fair value reserve-net 81,875 (775,699)

 Gain on sale of financial assets through other

comprehensive income  
282,583 10,388

Total other comprehensive income for the year 364,458 (765,311)

Total comprehensive income 12,295,133 10,487,060

Total other comprehensive income attributable to

Shareholders of the bank 12,245,169 10,453,079

Non-controlling interest 49,964 33,981

12,295,133 10,487,060
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R
eserves

Paid-in
capital

 Paym
ents

 on capital
increase

 Statutory
 General

banking risks
 Fair value
reserve-net

 R
etained

earnings
 Total shareholders’

equity attribut-
 able to the bank’s

shareholders

N
on-con-

 trolling
interest

Total

2013
JD

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD
JD

As at 1 January
100,000,000

-
16,055,800

3,805,907
330,893

14,315,943
134,508,543

724,474
135,233,017

N
et incom

e for the year
-

-
-

-
-

11,880,711
11,880,711

49,964
11,930,675

N
et change in fair value reserve

-
-

-
-

81,875
-

81,875
-

81,875

 G
ain from

 sale of financial assets at fair value through other
com

prehensive incom
e

-
-

-
-

673,614
(391,031)

282,583
-

282,583

Total other com
prehensive incom

e
-

-
-

-
755,489

11,489,680
12,245,169

49,964
12,295,133

D
ividends (N

ote 2)
-

-
-

-
-

(8,000,000)
(8,000,000)

-
(8,000,000)

Transferred to reserves
-

-
1,626,352

424,641
-

(2,050,993)
-

-
-

-
1,626,352

424,641
-

(10,050,993)
(8,000,000)

-
(8,000,000)

As at 31 D
ecem

ber 2013
100,000,000

-
17,682,152

4,230,548
1,086,382

15,754,630
138,753,712

774,438
139,528,150

As at 1 January 2012
85,250,000

14,116,574
14,710,442

3,180,766
1,035,208

13,129,048
131,422,038

475,428
131,897,466

N
et incom

e for the year
-

-
-

-
-

11,218,390
11,218,390

33,981
11,252,371

N
et change in fair value reserve

-
-

-
-

(775,699)
-

(775,699)
-

(775,699)

 G
ains on sale of financial  assets at fair value through other

com
prehensive incom

e
-

-
-

-
71,384

(60,996)
10,388

-
10,388

Total other com
prehensive incom

e
-

-
-

-
(704,315)

11,157,394
10,453,079

33,981
10,487,060

Increase in paid-in capital for subsidiaries
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

215,065
215,065

Increase in paid in capital
633,426

-
-

-
-

-
633,426

-
633,426

Transferred to paid in capital
14,116,574

(14,116,574)
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

D
ividends (N

ote 24 )
-

-
-

-
-

(8,000,000)
(8,000,000)

-
(8,000,000)

Transferred to reserves
-

-
1,345,358

625,141
-

(1,970,499)
-

-
-

14,750,000
(14,116,574)

1,345,358
625,141

-
(9,970,499)

(7,366,574)
215,065

(7,151,509)

As at 31 D
ecem

ber 2012
100,000,000

-
16,055,800

3,805,907
330,893

14,315,943
134,508,543

724,474
135,233,017

Consolidated Statem
ent of Charges in ow

ner’s Equity

For the year ended 31 D
ecem

ber  2013

- 
Included in retained earnings an am

ount of JD
 4,415,557 as of 31 D

ecem
ber 2013 restricted by the instructions of Central B

ank of Jordan for deferred tax assets against JD
 4,552,123 as of 31 D

ecem
ber 

2012. 
- 

Included in the retained earnings a restricted am
ount of JD

 2,539,200 as of 31 D
ecem

ber 2013 based on Central B
ank of Jordan request, w

hich represents the rem
aining balance of illegal transactions.

- 
Included in the retained earnings a restricted am

ount of JD
 1,313,353 as of 31 D

ecem
ber 2013 against JD

 1,598,599 as of 31 D
ecem

ber 2012 w
hich represents the effect of the early adoption of IFR

S (9). 
Such am

ount is restricted and cannot be utilized unless realised through actual sale as instructed by Jordan Securities Com
m

ission.
- 

Included in the retained earnings an am
ount of 110,804 JD

 as of 31 D
ecem

ber 2013 w
hich represents a revaluation differences of financial assets at fair value through profit and loss statem

ent. Such 
am

ount is restricted and cannot be utilized unless realised through actual sale as instructed by Jordan securities com
m

ission.
- 

U
se of general banking risks reserve is restricted and requires prior approval from

 the Central B
ank of Jordan.

The attached notes from
 1 to 47 are an integral part of these consolidated financial statem

ents
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Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income

For the year ended 31 December  2013

Note 2013 2012

JD JD

Operating activities 

Income for the period before income tax 16,263,525 13,588,965

Adjustments:

Depreciation and amortisation 11,12 2,026,318 1,942,118

Provision for impairment on direct credit facilities 10 294,478 2,943,308

Provision for employees end-of-service 18 10,115 1,427

Provision for lawsuits against the bank 18 539,613 (111,997)

Other provisions 18 - (253,713)

provision against  balances related to fraudulent transactions 13 - 10,435,500

Loss (gain) in sale of property and equipment 32 966 (4,350,855)

Gain on sale of assets sized by the bank 32 (996,086) (591,935)

Unrealised loss from financial assets   at fair value through statement 
of income 31 (110,804) 403,359

Dividends received from financial assets at fair value through other 
comprehensive income (694,502) (626,311)

Net interest expense (income) 319,323 (36,515)

Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash and cash equivalents 30 (60,803) (102,127)

17,592,143 23,241,224

Change in assets and liabilities

Deposits at banks and financial institutions   (maturing after more 
than 3 months) (1,187,222) 3,711,287

Financial assets at fair value through statement of income 2,301,309 1,784,887

Financial derivatives - 4,380

Direct credit facilities (26,866,023) (57,246,054)

Other assets (1,919,673) (18,442,221)

Customers’ deposits 59,784,631 (11,545,020)

Cash margins (12,261,474) 2,818,688

Other liabilities (90,030) (1,537,799)

Net cash flows from (used in) operating activities before Income tax 
paid and paid provisions 37,353,661 (57,210,628)

Income tax and sundry provisions paid 18,19 (5,020,859) (5,080,466)

Net cash flows from (used in) operating activities 32,332,802 (62,291,094)

Investing activities 

Selling of Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive 
income 2,585,788 1,473,063

Purchase of Financial assets at fair value through other comprehen-
sive income (129,230) (1,308,874)

Dividends received from financial assets at fair value through state-
ment of Income 694,502 626,311

Financial assets at amortized cost Due during the year 27,365,997 81,921,326

Purchase of Financial assets at amortized cost (49,775,478) (44,107,063)

Purchase of property and equipment and project under progress 11 (2,082,064) (1,171,177)
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Proceeds from sale of property and equipment - 9,131,865

 Purchase of intangible assets 12 (559,691) (497,545)

Net cash flows (used in) from investing activities (21,900,176) 46,067,906

Financing activities

Capital increase 21 - 633,426

Dividends paid 24 (8,000,000) (8,000,000)

Borrowed amounts (238,287) 12,277,526

Non-controlling interest - 215,065

Net cash flows (used in) from financing activities (8,238,287) 5,126,017

Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash and cash equivalents 30 60,803 102,127

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 2,255,142 (10,995,044)

Cash and cash equivalents at 1 January 89,209,817 100,204,861

Cash and cash equivalents at 31 December 36 91,464,959 89,209,817

The attached notes from 1 to 47 are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements
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(1)  General Information

INVEST BANK (the “Bank”) was established as a Jordanian public shareholding company under 
registration No. (173) dated 12 August 1982 in accordance with the Companies Law No. (12) for the 
year 1964 with a paid in capital of JD 6 million distributed over 6 million shares with a par value of 
JD 1 per share.  The Bank’s capital was increased several times to become JD 77,500,000 / JD 1 per 
share as of 31 December 2010. Furthermore, during 2011, the Bank’s capital was increased to JD 
85,250,000 / JD 1 per share. Finally, the Bank’s capital was increased by JD 14,750,000 on 10 April 
2012. Accordingly, the Bank’s authorized and paid in capital became JD 100 Millions / JD 1 per share.

The Bank’s Head Office is located in Amman, Abd Alhameed Sharaf Street, Shmesani, Tel: 5001500, 
P.O Box 950601, Amman – 11195 Jordan.

The Bank provides banking and related financial services through its Head Office and eleven branches 
in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (Nine branches in 2012), and it’s below mentioned subsidiaries.

INVEST BANK is a public shareholding company listed in Amman Stock Exchange.

These consolidated financial statements have been approved by the Board of Directors decision No. 
(RM 41/2014) on 13 April 2014 and are subject to General Shareholder Assembly approval.

(2)  Summary Of Significant Accounting Policies

Following are the significant accounting policies used by the Bank in the preparation of these 
consolidated financial statements.

2.1  Basis of preparation

The accompanying consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2013 of the 
Bank and its subsidiaries are prepared in accordance with the standards issued by the International 
Accounting Standards Board (IASB), interpretations issued by the Committee of the IASB, prevailing 
local laws and regulations of the Central Bank of Jordan.

The consolidated financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention, except 
for financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, financial assets at fair value through other 
comprehensive income and financial derivatives that have been measured at fair value at the date of 
these consolidated financial statements. Hedged assets and liabilities are also stated at fair value.

The reporting currency of these consolidated financial statements is the Jordanian Dinar which is 
the functional currency of the Bank.

The accounting policies applied in the financial statement are consistent with those used in the year 
ended 31 December 2012 except for the information presented in note (2-2).
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2.2  Changes in accounting policies and disclosures

The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these consolidated financial 
statements for the year ended 31 December 2012 except for the implementations of new standards 
and amendments on existing standards as mentioned below, which doesn’t have material effect on 
the financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2013.

• IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements: IFRS 10 replaces the requirements previously 
Contained in IAS 27 Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements and SIC-12 Consolidation 
- Special Purpose Entities. The Standard introduces a single consolidation model for all entities 
based on control, irrespective of the nature of the investee (i.e. whether an entity is controlled 
through voting rights of investors or through other contractual arrangements).

• IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements: IFRS 11 replaces IAS 31 Interests in Joint Ventures. The Standard 
requires a party to a joint arrangement to determine the type of joint arrangement in which it is 
involved by assessing its rights and obligations and then account for those rights and obligations 
in accordance with that type of joint arrangement.

• IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities: IFRS 12 requires the disclosure of information 
that enables users of financial statements to evaluate the nature of, and risks associated with, 
interests in other entities and the effects of those interests on its financial position, financial 
performance, and cash flows.

• IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurements: IFRS 13 Standard replaces the guidance on fair value 
measurement in existing IFRS accounting literature with a single standard. The Standard defines 
fair value, provides guidance on how to determine fair value, and requires disclosures about fair 
value measurements. However, IFRS 13 does not change the requirements regarding which items 
should be measured or disclosed at fair value.

• Amendments to IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements: The amendments to IAS 1 revise the 
way other comprehensive income items are presented. 

• Amendments to IFRS 7 Financial Instruments - Disclosure: The amendments to IFRS 7 change 
the disclosure requirements to add information about all recognised financial instruments that 
are set off in accordance with paragraph 42 of IAS 32 and also requires disclosure of information 
about recognised financial instruments subject to enforceable master netting arrangements and 
agreements even if they are not set off under IAS 32.

• IAS 19 Employee Benefits Amendments: The amendments to IAS 19 remove the option to defer the 
recognition of actuarial gains and losses. All changes in the value of defined benefit plans will be 
recognised in income and other comprehensive income.

• IAS 27 Separate Financial Statements (2011): IAS 27 now only deals with the requirements for 
separate financial statements, which have been carried over largely unamended from IAS 27- 
Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements. The requirements for consolidated financial 
statements are now contained in IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements.

•  IAS 28 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures (2011): The revisions to IAS 28 result from the 
incorporation of Joint ventures into IAS 28 - (2011), but the fundamental approach to accounting 
for equity accounted investments has not been changed.
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The IASB has also published Annual Improvements to IFRSs: (2009-2011) that contains 
amendments to the following standards with consequential amendments to other 
standards:

• IFRS 1- First time adoption of IFRS: Repeated application of IFRS 1 and borrowing cost exemption.
• IAS 1- Presentation of Financial Statements: Comparative information beyond minimum 

requirements and presentation of the opening statement of financial position and related notes.
• IAS 16- Property, Plant and Equipment: Classification of servicing equipment.
• IAS 32- Financial instruments Presentation: Income tax consequences of distribution.
• IAS 34- Interim Financial Reporting: Segment assets and liabilities.

Issued IFRS but not yet effective

The Bank has decided not to early adopt the following standards, which are effective for the 
Bank’s 2014 financial reporting year.

• IFRS 10 amendment that provides consolidation relief for investment funds applicable from 
January 1, 2014. This mandatory consolidation relief provides that a qualifying investment entity 
is required to account for investments in controlled entities as well as investments in associates 
and joint ventures at fair value through income statement provided it fulfils certain conditions 
with an exception being that subsidiaries that are considered an extinction of the investment 
entity’s investing activities.

• IAS 32 amendment applicable from January 1, 2014, clarifies that 
a) An entity currently has a legally enforceable right to off-set if that right is not contingent on a 

future event and enforceable both in the normal course of business and in the event of default, 
insolvency or bankruptcy of the entity and all counterparties.

b) Gross settlement is equivalent to net settlement if and only if the gross settlement mechanism has 
features that eliminate or result in insignificant credit and liquidity risk and process receivables 
and payables in a single settlement process or cycle.

• IAS 36 amendment applicable from January 1, 2014 addresses the disclosure of information about 
the recoverable amount of impaired assets limiting disclosures requirements if that amount is 
based on fair value less costs of disposal.
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2.3  Basis of Consolidation

The consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of the Bank and the 
wholly owned subsidiary companies controlled by it. Control exists when the Bank has the 
ability to control the financial and operating policies of the subsidiary companies in order to 
achieve financial benefits out of their operations. All inter-company transactions, balances, 
revenues and expenses between the Bank and its subsidiaries are eliminated.

The Bank owns the following subsidiaries as of 31 December 2013:

Paid-in
capital

 Bank’s
 ownership Location

JD %

 Al- Mawared for Financial

Brokerage Company
10,000,000 100

Financial
securities 
brokerage 

Amman 2006

Tamkeen Leasing Company 5,000,000 90 Lease financing Amman 2006

 Al- Istethmari Latemweel

Selselat Al Imdad Company
3,000,000 94

 Management
 and operation of

bonded stores
Amman 2010

Jordanian Company for 

Factoring *
30,000 100

Factoring
receivables 

Amman 2011

* This company was established on 21 December 2011 and has not commenced its operations as of 
the date of these consolidated financial statements.

 The financial statements of the subsidiaries are prepared using the same accounting policies 
adopted by the Bank. Changes are made to the accounting policies of subsidiaries, when necessary, 
to align them with accounting policies adopted by the Bank.

 Subsidiaries are investees controlled by the Bank. The Bank controls an investee when it is 
exposed, or has rights to, variable returns from its involvement with the investee and has the 
ability to affect those returns through its power over the investee. The financial statements of the 
subsidiaries are included in the consolidated financial statements from the date the Bank obtains 
control of the investee and ceases when the Bank loses control of the investee.

 Non-controlling interest represents the portion of net profit or loss and net assets not owned 
directly or indirectly by the Bank in its subsidiaries and are presented in the consolidated statement 
of income and within equity in the consolidated statement of financial position separately from the 
equity attributable to the shareholders of the Bank.

Company’s Name  Nature of
operations

Date
of acquisition
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2.4  Segment Information 
A business segment is a group of assets or operations jointly engaged in providing an individual 
product or service or a group of related products or services subject to risks and returns different 
from those of other business segments. It is measured according to the reports used by the General 
Manager or other key decision makers at the Bank.

A geographical segment is a distinguishable component of an entity engaged in providing products 
or services within a particular economic environment subject to risks and returns different from 
those of components operating in other economic environments.

2.5  Financial Assets at Fair Value through Profit or Loss 
It is the financial assets held by the Bank for the purpose of trading in the near future and achieving 
gains from the fluctuations in market prices in the short term or trading margins.

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are initially stated at fair value at acquisition 
date (purchase costs are recorded at the consolidated statement of income upon acquisition) and 
subsequently measured at fair value. Moreover, changes in fair value are recorded in the consolidated 
statement of income including the change in fair value resulting from translation of non-monetary 
assets stated at foreign currency. Gains or losses resulting from the sale of these financial assets 
are taken to the consolidated statement of income.

Dividends and interests from these financial assets are recorded in the consolidated statement of 
income.

It is not allowed to reclassify any financial assets to / from this category except for the cases specified 
in International Financial Reporting Standards.
It is not allowed to classify any financial assets that do not have prices in active markets and active 
dealings in these items.

2.6 Direct Credit Facilities
Represents financial assets which have fixed or agreed payments which the bank submitted in the 
first place and these Financial assets do not have quoted prices in active markets.
Direct credit facilities are recorded at amortized cost after deducting the provision for the direct 
credit facilities and interest and commissions in suspense.
A provision for the impairment in direct credit facilities is recognized when it is obvious that the 
financial assets of the Bank cannot be recovered, there is an objective evidence of the existence of 
an event negatively affecting the future cash flows of the direct credit facilities, and the impairment 
amount can be estimated. The provision is taken to the consolidated statement of income.

Interest and commissions on non-performing credit facilities are suspended in accordance with the 
regulations of the Central Bank of Jordan.

Impaired credit facilities, for which specific provisions have been taken, are written off by charging 
the provision after all efforts have been made to recover the assets. Any surplus in the provisions is 
taken to the consolidated statement of income, while debt recoveries are taken to income.
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2.7  Financial Assets at Fair Value through Other Comprehensive Income
Those financial assets represent the investments in equity instruments held for long term.
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income are initially stated at fair value 
plus transaction costs. Subsequently, they are measured at fair value with gains and losses arising 
from changes in fair value recognized in the consolidated statement of other comprehensive income 
and within owner’s equity, including the changes in fair value resulting from translation of non-
monetary assets stated at foreign currency. Gain or loss from the sale of these investments should 
be recognized in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income and within owner’s equity, 
and the balance of the evaluation reserve for these assets should be transferred directly to the 
retained earnings not to the consolidated statement of income.
No impairment testing is required for those assets.
Dividends are recorded in the consolidated statement of income. 

2.8  Financial Assets at Amortized Cost

Financial assets at amortized cost are the financial assets which the Bank’s management intends 
according to its business model to hold for the purpose of collecting the contractual cash flows 
which comprise the contractual cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest on the 
principal outstanding.

Financial assets are recorded at cost upon purchase plus acquisition expenses. Moreover, the 
issue premium \ discount is amortized using the effective interest rate method, and recorded to 
interest account. Provisions associated with the decline in value of these investments leading to the 
inability to recover the investment or parts thereof are deducted. Any impairment is registered in 
the consolidated statement of income and should be presented subsequently at amortized cost less 
any impairment losses.

The amount of the impairment loss recognised is the difference between the asset’s carrying amount 
and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the original effective interest 
rate.

It is not allowed to reclassify any financial assets from / to this category except for certain cases 
specified at the International Financial Reporting Standards (and in the case of selling those assets 
before its maturity date, the results should be recorded in a separate account in the consolidated 
statement of income, disclosures should be made in accordance to the requirements of International 
Financial Reporting Standards).

2.9 Fair Value

Fair value represents the closing market price (Acquisition of assets/ Sale of liabilities) of financial 
assets and derivatives on the date of the consolidated financial statements. In case the declared 
market prices do not exist, active trading of some financial assets and derivatives is not available, 
or the market is inactive, fair value is estimated by one of several methods including the following:
Comparison with the fair value of another financial asset with similar terms and conditions.
Analysis of the estimated future cash flows and discounted cash flows at current rates applicable for 
items with similar terms and risk characteristics.
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Evaluation of long term assets and liabilities that bears no interest in accordance to discounted cash 
flows using effective interest rate, premiums and discounted are amortized within interest revenue 
or expense in the consolidated statement of income.
The evaluation methods aim to provide a fair value reflecting the expectations of the market, and 
take into consideration market factors, risks and expected benefits, at the time of evaluation of 
the financial instruments. In case the fair value of an investment cannot be measured reliably, it is 
stated at cost less any impairment.
Financial assets, the fair value of which cannot be reliably measured, are stated at cost less any 
impairment.

2.10  Impairment in the Value of Financial Assets

The Bank reviews the values of financial assets on the date of the consolidated statement of financial 
position in order to determine if there are any indications of impairment in their value individually or 
in the form of a portfolio. In case such indications exist, the recoverable value is estimated in order 
to determine the impairment loss.
Impairment is determined as follows:
Impairment in financial assets recorded at amortized cost represents the difference between the 
book value and the present value of the expected cash flows discounted at the original interest rate.
The impairment in value is recorded in the consolidated statement of income. Any surplus in the 
following period resulting from previous impairment in the value of debt instruments is taken to the 
consolidated statement of income and any impairment in the value of equity instruments is taken to 
the consolidated statement of other comprehensive income.

2.11 Property and Equipment

Property and equipment are stated at cost net of accumulated depreciation and any impairment in 
value. Moreover, property and equipment (except for land) are depreciated according to the straight-
line method over their estimated useful lives using the following rates:

%
Buildings 2
Fixtures, equipment and furniture 10- 25
Vehicles 15- 20
Computers 20
Decorations 25

When the carrying values of property and equipment exceed their recoverable values, assets are 
written down to the recoverable value, and impairment losses are recorded in the consolidated 
statement of income.
The useful lives of property and equipment are reviewed at the end of each year. In case the expected 
useful life is different from what was determined before, the change in estimate is recorded in the 
following years, being a change in estimate.

Property and equipment are derecognized when disposed of or when there is no expected future 
benefit from their use or disposal.
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2.12 Provisions

Provisions are recognized when the Bank has an obligation on the date of the consolidated statement 
of financial position as a result of past events, it is probable to settle the obligation, and a reliable 
estimate of the amount of the obligation can be made.

2.13  Provision for Employees End-of-Service Indemnities

The employees’ end-of-service indemnities provision is calculated at a rate of one month per service 
year for contracted employees more than 60 years old.

The required provision for end-of-service indemnities for the year is recorded in the consolidated 
statement of income while payments to departing employees are deducted from the provision 
amount.

2.14 Cost of Issuing or Purchasing Bank Shares

Any costs that result from purchasing or issuing bank shares are charged to retained earnings (net 
of the tax effect relating to those costs, if any). If the underwriting process or purchase process was 
incomplete, these costs are charged to the consolidated statement of income.

2.15  Income Tax

Income tax expenses represent accrued taxes and deferred taxes.
Income tax expenses are accounted for on the basis of taxable income. Moreover, taxable income 
differs from income declared in the consolidated financial statements because the latter includes 
nontaxable revenue or tax expenses not deductible in the current year but deductible in subsequent 
years, accumulated losses acceptable by the tax authorities, and items not accepted for tax purposes 
or subject to tax.

Taxes are calculated on the basis of the tax rates prescribed according to the prevailing laws, 
regulations, and instructions in Jordan.

Deferred taxes are taxes expected to be paid or recovered as a result of temporary timing differences 
between the value of the assets and liabilities in the consolidated financial statements and the 
value of the taxable amount. Deferred tax is calculated on the basis of the liability method in the 
consolidated statement of financial position according to the rates expected to be applied when the 
tax liability is settled or deferred tax assets are recognized.

Deferred tax assets are reviewed as of the date of the consolidated financial statements, and reduced 
in case it is expected that no benefit will arise therefrom, partially or totally.

2.16  Accounts Managed on Behalf of Customers 

This item represents the accounts managed by the Bank on behalf of its customers and is not part 
of the Bank’s assets. The fees and commissions for managing these accounts are shown in the 
consolidated statement of income. Furthermore, a provision is taken against the decline in the value 
of capital-guaranteed portfolios managed on behalf of customers.
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2.17  Offsetting

Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset, and the net amount is reflected in the consolidated 
statement of financial position only when there are legal rights to offset the recognized amounts, the 
Bank intends to settle them on a net basis, or assets are realized and liabilities settled simultaneously.

2.18  Realization of Income and Recognition of Expenses 

Interest income is realized and expenses are recognized using the effective interest rate method, 
except for interest and commission on non-performing loans which are not recognized as revenue 
but recorded in the interest and commission in suspense account until they are received in cash.

Expenses are recognized on the accrual basis.

Commission is recorded as revenue when the related services are provided.

Dividends are recorded when realized (decided upon by the General Assembly of Shareholders).

2.19  Recognition of Financial Assets 

Financial assets are recognized on the trading date which is the date the Bank commits itself to 
purchase or sell the financial assets.

2.20  Financial Derivatives and Hedge Accounting

For hedge accounting purposes, financial derivatives are stated at fair value. Hedges are classified 
as follows:

- Fair value hedge:

Hedge for the change in the fair value exposures of the Bank’s assets and liabilities.
When the conditions of effective fair value hedge are met, the resulting gain or loss from re-
measuring the fair value hedge is recognized in the consolidated statement of income.
When the conditions of effective portfolio hedge are met, the gain or loss resulting from the 
revaluation of the hedging instrument at fair value as well as the change in the fair value of the 
assets or liabilities portfolio are recorded in the consolidated statement of income for the same 
period.

- Cash flow hedge:

Hedge for the change in the current and expected cash flows exposures of the Bank’s assets and 
liabilities.
When the conditions of effective cash flow hedge are met, the gain or loss of the hedging instruments 
is recognized in the consolidated statement of other comprehensive income in owners’ equity. Such 
gain or loss is transferred to the consolidated statement of income in the period in which the hedge 
transaction impacts the consolidated statement of income.
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- Hedge for net investment in foreign entities:

When the conditions of the hedge for net investment in foreign entities are met, fair value is 
measured for the hedging instrument of the hedged net assets. In case of an effective relationship, 
the effective portion of the loss or profit related to the hedging instrument is recognized in the 
consolidated statement of other comprehensive income and in owner’s equity. The ineffective 
portion is recognized in the consolidated statement of income. The effective portion is recorded in 
the consolidated statement of income when the investment in foreign entities is sold.
When the conditions of the effective hedge do not apply, gain or loss resulting from the change in 
the fair value of the hedging instrument is recorded in the consolidated statement of income in the 
same period.

2.21 Financial Derivatives for Trading

The fair value of financial derivatives for trading such as forward foreign currency contracts, 
future interest rate contracts, swap agreements, and foreign currency options is recorded in the 
consolidated statement of financial position under other assets or other liabilities as the case may 
be. Fair value is measured according to the prevailing market prices, and if they are not available, 
the measurement method should be disclosed. The change in their fair value is recognized in the 
consolidated statement of income.

2.22 Repurchase and Resale Agreements

Assets sold with a simultaneous commitment to repurchase them at a future date continue to be 
recognized in the consolidated financial statements as a result of the Bank’s continuous control 
over these assets and as the related risks and benefits are transferred to the Bank upon occurrence. 
They also continue to be measured in accordance with the adopted accounting policies. Amounts 
received against these contracts are recorded within liabilities under borrowed funds. The difference 
between the sale price and the repurchase price is recognized as an interest expense amortized 
over the contract period using the effective interest rate method.

Purchased assets with corresponding commitment to sell at a specific future date are not recognized 
in the consolidated financial statements because the Bank has no control over such assets and the 
related risks and benefits are not transferred to the Bank upon occurrence. Payments related to 
these contracts are recorded under deposits with banks and other financial institutions or loans and 
advances in accordance with the nature of each case. The difference between the purchase price 
and resale price is recorded as interest revenue amortized over the life of the contract using the 
effective interest rate method.

2.23 Assets Seized by the Bank

Assets seized by the Bank are shown under “other assets” at the acquisition value or fair value, 
whichever is lower. As of the consolidated financial statements date, these assets are revalued 
individually at fair value. Any decline in their market value is taken to the consolidated statement 
of income whereas any such increase is not recognized. A subsequent increase is taken to the 
consolidated statement of income to the extent it does not exceed the previously recorded impairment.
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2.24 Intangible Assets 

Intangible assets purchased in an acquisition are stated at fair value at the date of acquisition. 
Intangible assets purchased other than through acquisition are recorded at cost.
Intangible assets are to be classified on the basis of either definite or indefinite useful life. Intangible 
assets with definite useful economic lives are amortized over their useful lives and recorded as an 
expense in the consolidated statement of income. Intangible assets with indefinite lives are reviewed 
for impairment as of the consolidated financial statements date, and impairment loss is treated in 
the consolidated statement of income as an expense for the period.
No capitalization of internally generated intangible assets resulting from the Bank’s operations is 
made. They are rather recorded as an expense in the consolidated statement of income for the 
period.
Any indications of impairment in the value of intangible assets as of the consolidated financial 
statements date are reviewed. Furthermore, the estimated useful lives of the impaired intangible 
assets are reassessed, and any adjustment is made in the subsequent period.
The following is the accounting policy for each item of the intangible assets owned by the Bank and 
its subsidiaries:
Software and computer programs are amortized over their estimated useful economic lives at a rate 
of 20% annually.

2.25 Foreign Currency

Transactions in foreign currencies during the year are recorded at the exchange rates prevailing at 
the date of the transaction.
Financial assets and financial liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the 
average rates prevailing on the consolidated statement of financial position date and declared by 
the Central Bank of Jordan.
Non-monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies and recorded at fair value 
are translated on the date when their fair value is determined.
Gains or losses resulting from foreign currency translation are recorded in the consolidated 
statement of income.
Translation differences on non-monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies 
are recorded as part of the change in fair value.

2.26 Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash balances with the Central Bank of Jordan and balances 
with banks and financial institutions maturing within three months, less balances due to banks and 
financial institutions maturing within three months and restricted funds.
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(3)  Accounting Estimates

Preparation of the consolidated financial statements and the application of the accounting policies 
require the Bank’s management to perform assessments and assumptions that affect the amounts 
of financial assets and liabilities, fair value reserve and the disclosure of contingent liabilities. 
Moreover, these assessments and assumptions affect revenues, expenses, provisions, and changes 
in the fair value shown within the consolidated statement of other comprehensive income. In 
particular, this requires the Bank’s management to issue significant judgments and assumptions to 
assess future cash flow amounts and their timing. Moreover, the said assessments are necessarily 
based on assumptions and factors with varying degrees of consideration and uncertainty. In addition, 
actual results may differ from assessments due to the changes resulting from the conditions and 
circumstances of those assessments in the future.

A provision is set against the lawsuits raised against the Bank. This provision is subject to an 
adequate legal study prepared by the Bank’s legal advisors. Moreover, the study highlights potential 
risks that the Bank may encounter in the future. Such legal assessments are reviewed periodically.
A provision for performing and non-performing loans is taken on the bases and estimates approved 
by the Bank’s management in conformity with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). 
The outcome of these bases and estimates is compared against the adequacy of the provisions as 
per the Central Bank of Jordan’s instructions. The strictest outcome that conforms to International 
Financial Reporting Standards is used for determining the provision.
Impairment loss is booked after a sufficient and recent evaluation of the assets seized by the Bank 
has been conducted by approved surveyors. The impairment loss is reviewed periodically.
Management periodically reassesses the economic useful lives of tangible and intangible assets for 
the purpose of calculating annual depreciation and amortization based on the general condition of 
these assets and the assessment of their useful economic lives expected in the future. Impairment 
loss (if any) is taken to the consolidated statement of income.
Management frequently reviews the financial assets stated at cost to estimate any decline in their 
value. Impairment loss (if any) is taken to the consolidated statement of income as an expense for 
the year.

Management estimates the impairment in fair value when the market value reaches a certain limit 
indicative of the amount of impairment loss, which doesn’t conflict with the International Financial 
Reporting Standards and the instructions of the Regulatory authorities.

Fair Value Hierarchy

The Bank determines and discloses the level in the fair value hierarchy into which the fair value 
measurements are categorised in their entirety, segregating fair value measurements in accordance 
with the levels defined in IFRS. Differentiating between Level 2 and Level 3 fair value measurements, 
i.e., assessing whether inputs are observable and whether the unobservable inputs are significant, 
may require judgment and a careful analysis of the inputs used to measure fair value, including 
consideration of factors specific to the asset or liability.

The management believes that our estimates adopted in the preparation of the consolidated financial 
statements are reasonable.
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(4) Cash and Balances with the Central Bank of Jordan

This item consists of the following:

 2013 2012

JD JD

Cash on hand 5,510,918 6,158,075

Balances with central banks

Current and demand accounts 4,159,472 5,997,217

Term and notice deposits 27,000,000 4,000,000

* Statutory cash reserve 35,934,927 31,390,145

72,605,317 47,545,437

- Except for the statutory cash reserve, there are no restricted balances as of 31December 2013 
and 2012.

(5) Balances With Banks And Financial Institutions

Banks and
Financial Institutions 

Foreign Banks and
Financial Institutions

Total

2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012

JD JD JD JD JD JD

Current accounts 110,811 61,169 29,226,001 27,920,687 29,336,812 27,981,856

 Deposit maturing
within 3 months

34,046,677 13,545,000 2,127,000 29,103,226 36,173,677 42,648,226

 Total 34,157,488 13,606,169 31,353,001 57,023,913 65,510,489 70,630,082

Non-interest bearing balances at banks and financial institutions amounted to JD 14,139,973 as of 31 
December 2013 against JD 14,516,645 as of 31 December 2012.

There are no restricted balances as of December 31, 2013 and 2012.

(6)  Deposits With Banks And Financial Institutions

Local Banks and
Financial Institutions 

Foreign Banks and
Financial Institutions

Total

2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012

JD JD JD JD JD JD

 Deposits - - 1,418,000 230,778 1,418,000 230,778

Deposits balances maturing within a period exceeding three months amounted to JD 1,418,000 as 
of 31 December 2013 against JD 187,320 maturing within a period exceeding three months and JD 
43,458 maturing within period exceeding six months as of 31 December 2012.

There are no restricted deposits as of December 31, 2013 and 2012.
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(7)  Financial assets at fair value through statement of income

2013 2012

JD JD

Companies shares 4,905,236 6,182,164

 Bonds 2,444,143 3,173,006

* Investment funds 50,052 234,766

7,399,431 9,589,936

* This item represents investment in funds located in Luxemburg and is not capital guaranteed.

(8)  Financial Assets at Fair Value through Other Comprehensive Income

2013 2012

JD JD

 Quoted shares 8,605,138 10,265,971

* Unquoted shares 1,801,254 1,908,740

10,406,392 12,174,711

* The fair value of the unquoted shares has been valued using the net book value method which 
is considered the best valuation method for such investments.

- Cash dividends on financial assets amounted to JD 694,502 for the year ended 31 December 2013 
against JD 626,311 for the year ended 31 December 2012.

- Realized losses on the sale of shares at fair value through other comprehensive income amounted 
to JD 391,031 for the year ended December 31, 2013 against JD 60,996 for the year ended 31 
December 2012, which was directly recorded to retained earnings in owner’s equity.
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(9)  Financial Assets at Amortized Costs

2013 2012

JD JD

Quoted financial assets:

Governmental bonds * 110,936,028 87,127,200

Governmental bonds  guaranteed by the government 6,318,638 -

117,254,666 87,127,200

Unquoted financial assets:

Governmental bonds * - 4,617,258

Governmental bonds  guaranteed by the government - 2,001,358

Companies bonds and debentures 10,549,295 11,648,664

10,549,295 18,267,280

Total financial assets at amortized cost 127,803,961 105,394,480

Bonds and bills analysis:

Fixed return 127,803,961 105,394,480

* Governmental bonds include as of 31 December 2012 an amount of JD 17.9 million used against 
borrowings from the Central Bank of Jordan as per the repurchase agreement which is used 
for temporary financing activities matured on January 6, 2013.

(10) Direct Credit Facilities-Net

2013 2012

JD JD

Individuals (retail):

Overdraft 11,462,958 10,203,411

Loans and discounted bills * 33,374,626 26,073,742

Credit Cards 4,422,036 2,441,044

Real estate loans 75,654,099 72,299,850

Companies

Corporate:

Overdraft 62,616,883 61,568,158

Loans and discounted bills * 247,003,369 223,725,569

Medium and small entities 

Overdraft 9,952,136 12,522,958

Loans and discounted bills * 24,420,592 37,163,542

Government and public sector - -

Total 468,906,699 445,998,274

Less: Provision for impairment in direct credit facilities (29,841,894) (33,894,449)

Interest in suspense (8,181,992) (7,792,557)

Net Direct Credit Facilities 430,882,813 404,311,268

* Net after deducting interest and commissions received in advance of JD 3,740,818 as of 31 
December 2013 against JD 4,470,815 as of 31 December 2012.
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Non-performing credit facilities amounted to JD 61,427,485 which is equivalent to (13.1%) of total 
direct credit facilities as of 31 December 2013 against JD 53,863,962, which is equivalent to (12.1%) 
of total credit facilities as of 31 December 2012.
Non- performing credit facilities excluding interest and commissions in suspense amounted to JD 
53,245,493 which is equivalent to (11.6%) of total direct credit facilities after excluding interest in 
suspense as of 31 December 2013 against JD 46,071,405 which is equivalent to (10.5%) of total credit 
facilities after excluding interest in suspense as of 31 December 2012.
No direct credit facilities were granted to / guaranteed by the Government as of 31 December 2013 
and 2012.

- Provision for Impairment in Direct Credit Facilities:

The movement on the provision for impairment in direct credit facilities was as follows:

 Companies

Individuals  Real estate
loans

Corporate  Medium and
Small

Total

2013 JD JD JD JD JD

Balance at 1 January 5,637,995 6,018,234 12,503,281 9,734,939 33,894,449

 surplus) provision)
 Charge for the year   (385,619) 1,864,169 (1,531,357) 347,285 294,478

Used during the year (written-
*(off (380,332) - (3,492,367) (474,334) (4,347,033)

Balance at year end 4,872,044 7,882,403 7,479,557 9,607,890 29,841,894

2012

Balance at 1 January 7,107,452 5,541,174 12,349,467 6,317,682 31,315,775

 Surplus) Provision charge for the)
 year (1,444,756) 504,225 450,742 3,433,097 2,943,308

Used during the year
(Written-off)* (24,701) (27,165) (296,928) (15,840) (364,634)

Balance at year end 5,637,995 6,018,234 12,503,281 9,734,939 33,894,449

Non-performing credit facilities provision amounted to JD 29,353,137 as of 31 December 2013 
against JD 33,045,843 as of 31 December 2012 in addition the watch list provision amounted to JD 
488,757 as of 31 December 2013 against JD 848,606 as of 31 December 2012.

The provisions no longer needed due to settlements or repayments of debts and transferred 
against other debts amounted to JD 8,496,800 as of 31 December 2013 against JD 9,739,536 as of 31 
December 2012. 

The provision for impaired credit facilities representing watch list and non-performing credit 
facilities are calculated based on the individual customer and not the portfolio.
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-  Interest in Suspense:
The movement on the interest in suspense is as follows:

Companies

Individuals  Real estate
loans

Corporate  Medium and
Small

Total

JD JD JD JD JD

2013

Balance at 1 January 1,242,058 2,469,842 2,915,078 1,165,579 7,792,557

 Interest in suspense for the
year 438,551 1,277,421 1,921,487 362,286 3,999,745

 Interest transferred to revenue (104,401) (11,330) (138,231) (98,528) (352,490)

Interest in suspense written-
* off (184,028) - (2,942,631) (131,161) (3,257,820)

Balance at year end 1,392,180 3,735,933 1,755,703 1,298,176 8,181,992

2012

Balance at 1 January 1,167,208 1,169,623 1,934,111 982,240 5,253,182

 Interest in suspense for the
year 403,898 1,501,153 1,529,183 291,261 3,725,495

Interest reversed to income (322,436) (200,934) (56,536) (81,308) (661,214)

Interest in suspense
* written-off (6,612) - (491,680) (26,614) (524,906)

Balance at year end 1,242,058 2,469,842 2,915,078 1,165,579 7,792,557

* As per the decision of the board of directors of the bank and the senior management of Al-Mawared 
(Subsidiary company), non performing credit facilities with their related interest in suspense have 
been written off for the amount of JD 7,604,853 during the year ended 31 December 2013 against 
JD 889,540 for the year 2012.

- Net credit facilities according to and economic sector taking into consideration that all loans 
granted inside Jordan:

2013 2012

JD JD

Financial 22,629,980 31,594,400

Industrial and mining 85,979,716 67,379,831

Trading 128,235,662 120,080,369

Real estates 23,985,659 22,465,558

Constructions 56,924,938 30,251,395

Agricultural 1,500,031 1,994,688

Tourism , restaurants and public 32,636,386 33,622,758

Shares 25,224,981 26,290,484

Individuals/others 91,789,346 112,318,792

468,906,699 445,998,274
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(11)  Property And Plant - Net

Land Buildings  Equipment,
 fixtures and

furniture

Vehicles Computers Total

JD JD JD JD JD JD
2013

 Cost

 Balance at 1 January 6,993,749 8,908,055 5,597,632 307,249 1,353,310 23,159,995

 Additions - - 1,071,707 9,880 154,467 1,236,054

Disposals - - 15,616 - - 15,616

Transfers - 1,418,431 1,002,503 - 7,018 2,427,952

Balance at 31 December 6,993,749 10,326,486 7,656,226 317,129 1,514,795 26,808,385

Accumulated  depreciation

Balance at 1 January - 569,615 2,956,616 179,331 630,887 4,336,449

 Additions - 188,900 949,985 49,114 229,566 1,417,565

Disposals - - 14,650 - - 14,650

Balance at 31 December - 758,515 3,891,951 228,445 860,453 5,739,364

 Net book value of fixed assets
 as of  31 December

6,993,749 9,567,971 3,764,275 88,684 654,342 21,069,021

 Payments on for purchase
 property and equipment and
 * projects under construction

- - 847,257 - 219,262 1,066,519

Net property and equipment 6,993,749 9,567,971 4,611,532 88,684 873,604 22,135,540
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Land Buildings  Equipment,
fixtures and

furniture 

Vehicles Computers Total

JD JD JD JD JD JD

2012

 Cost

 Balance at 1 January 10,976,945 10,518,761 4,171,928 314,749 1,163,039 27,145,422

 Additions - - 587,406 22,500 187,484 797,390

Disposals 3,983,196 1,610,706 118,931 30,000 - 5,742,833

Transfers - - 957,229 - 2,787 960,016

 Balance at 31
December

6,993,749 8,908,055 5,597,632 307,249 1,353,310 23,159,995

  Accumulated
depreciation  

Balance at 1 January - 1,225,758 2,225,708 148,720 409,096 4,009,282

 Additions - 180,521 838,673 48,005 221,791 1,288,990

Disposals - 836,664 107,765 17,394 - 961,823

 Balance at 31
December

- 569,615 2,956,616 179,331 630,887 4,336,449

 Net book value of fixed assets
 as of
 December 31

6,993,749 8,338,440 2,641,016 127,918 722,423 18,823,546

Ppayments on for purchas-
 ing property and equipment
and projects under con-

 * struction

- 1,418,431 1,246,892 - - 2,665,323

Net property and equipment 6,993,749 9,756,871 3,887,908 127,918 722,423 21,488,869

- Property, plant and equipment include fully depreciated items amounting to JD 3,357,115 as of 31 
December 2012 against JD 1,728,907 as of 31 December 2012.

* This item represents down payments on the purchase of furniture, fixtures and equipment for the 
purposes of the bank’s new branch in Abdoun. 
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(12)  Intangible Assets

2013 2012

 Down
 payments

 for acquiring
programs

 Computer
 Systems and

Software

Total  Intangible
assets

JD JD JD JD

Description

Balance at beginning of the year 345,296 1,573,531 1,918,827 2,074,410

*Additions 547,627 28,926 576,553 497,545

Less: Amortization for the year - 608,753 608,753 653,128

Transfers (39,940) 39,940 - -

Balance at year end 852,983 1,033,644 1,886,627 1,918,827

* Additions represent the amounts paid to acquire and improve the banking systems and programs.

(13) Other assets
2013 2012

JD JD

Accrued interest and revenue 2,427,400 1,723,618

* Prepaid expenses 3,015,358 3,004,385

** Assets seized by the Bank 25,494,922 21,941,617

Refundable deposits 562,934 957,898

*** Balances related to fraudulent transactions - Net 2,539,200 2,539,200

 Others 419,113 510,866

34,458,927 30,677,584

* Prepaid expenses include JD 2.3 million which represent the rent of the new branch for the bank 
in Abdoun Area for 18 years that are paid in advance.

** The Central Bank of Jordan’s instructions require disposal of assets seized by the bank during 
a maximum period of two years from the date of foreclosure and the Central Bank of Jordan can 
extend that period for a maximum of another two consecutive years. The balance is presented 
net of related impairment provision for the amount of JD 423,964 as of 31 December 2013 
against to JD 761,277 for the year 2012. 

The movement on assets (properties) seized by the Bank was as follows:

2013 2012

JD JD

Balance at beginning of the year 21,941,617 11,606,048

Additions 4,883,070 15,135,404

Disposals 1,667,078 4,885,479

Amount reversed from impairment of assets seized by the Bank 337,313 85,644

Balance at year end 25,494,922 21,941,617
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***   This item includes net balance related to the fraudulent transactions after deducting the related 
provision as shown below:

2013 2012

JD JD

Balance related to fraudulent transactions 12,974,700 12,974,700

Provision related to this balance (10,435,500) (10,435,500)

Net balance related to fraudulent transactions 2,539,200 2,539,200

During 2012, the Bank was imposed to embezzlement transaction in the balances at banks and 
financial institutions accounts which led to a loss of approximately JD 12.9 million. This primarily 
relates to the possibility of collusion between some of the bank’s employees. All the necessary 
legal procedures were taken by the bank’s management and a provision for an amount of JD 10.4 
million was booked for the transaction as of 31 December 2013 and 31 December 2012 after netting 
the amounts expected to be recovered and the repossessed assets. The case is still pending at the 
General Attorney.

(14)  Banks and financial institutions deposits

31 December 2013 31 December 2012

 Inside
Jordan

 Outside
Jordan

Total  Inside
Jordan

 Outside
Jordan

Total

JD JD JD JD JD JD

Current accounts 336,509 2,081,838 2,418,347 879,944 3,164,287 4,044,231

*Time Deposits 23,042,500 21,190,000 44,232,500 - 7,000,000 7,000,000

 Total 23,379,009 23,271,838 46,650,847 879,944 10,164,287 11,044,231

* This amount does not include any amount maturing within a period exceeding three months as of 
December 2013 and 2012.

(15) Customers Deposits

This item consists of the following:

 Individuals
((Retail

 Corporate  Small and
 medium
entities

Public
 sector

Total

JD JD JD JD JD

2013

 Current and demand accounts 66,920,456 39,295,978 15,204,316 10,414,486 131,835,236

 Saving deposits 10,790,773 171,940 94,743 1,880 11,059,336

Time deposits subject to notes 184,274,771 147,626,762 7,396,847 35,673,225 374,971,605

 Deposits certificates - - - - -

261,986,000 187,094,680 22,695,906 46,089,591 517,866,177

2012

 Current and demand accounts 71,311,949 45,135,550 16,414,695 612,232 133,474,426

 Saving deposits 5,512,957 104,734 96,956 874 5,715,521

Time deposits subject to notes 171,047,638 111,668,619 5,479,119 30,613,406 318,808,782

 Deposits certificates - 82,817 - - 82,817

247,872,544 156,991,720 21,990,770 31,226,512 458,081,546
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- Public sector deposits inside Jordan amounted to JD 46,089,591 which is equivalent to (8.9%) of 
total customer’s deposits as of 31 December 2013 against JD 31,226,512 which is equivalent to 
(6.8%) of total customer’s deposits as of 31 December 2012.

- Non-interest bearing deposits amounted to JD 93,980,293 which is equivalent to (18.1%) of total 
customers deposits as of 31 December 2013 against JD 105,220,442, which is equivalent to (23%) 
of total customers deposits as of 31 December 2012.

- Restricted deposits amounted to JD 11,567,984, which is equivalent to (2.2%) of total customer’s 
deposits as of 31 December 2013 against JD 12,635,866, which is equivalent to (2.8%) as of 31 
December 2012.

- Frozen deposits amounted to JD 16,404,968 as of 31 December 2013 against JD 16,617,976 as of 
31 December 2012.

(16)  Cash Margin

This item consists of the following:

2013 2012

JD JD

 Cash margins on direct credit facilities 26,715,996 26,686,327

Cash margins on indirect credit facilities 16,846,979 15,576,057

Deposits on margin accounts 512,214 14,074,279

44,075,189 56,336,663
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(17)  B
orrow

ed Funds
B

orrow
ed funds are detailed as follow

s:

Am
ount

Total
Rem

aining
Frequency of installm

ents
G

uarantees
 Loan

interest rate

JD
JD

%

31 D
ecem

ber 2013 *

R
evolving loans – Jordan Ahli B

ank *
1,109,727

1
1

O
ne paym

ent after 9 m
onths from

 financing
-

9.00

R
evolving loan – Capital B

ank *
1,468,450

1
1

O
ne paym

ent during M
ay 2014

-
9.00

O
verdraft – Capital B

ank *
55,189

1
1

O
ne paym

ent after 9 m
onth from

 financing
-

9.00

O
verdraft – N

ational B
ank of Abu D

habi *
717,512

1
1

O
ne paym

ent on 31 August 2014
-

8.75

Jordan M
ortgage R

efinance Com
pany *

513,973
1

1
O

ne paym
ent on 27 August 2015

-
8.112

Jordan M
ortgage R

efinance Com
pany

8,000,000
1

1
O

ne paym
ent on 24 D

ecem
ber 2015

M
ortgage refinance 

bonds
6.50

O
verdraft- Societe G

enerale B
ank

500,148
1

1
O

ne paym
ent on 31 August 2014

-
8.00

R
evolving loan – Societe G

enerale B
ank

1,000,000
32

32
M

onthly paym
ent starting on 1st February 2014

-
8.00

R
evolving loan – N

ational B
ank of Abu D

habi
2,298,002

1
1

O
ne paym

ent on 31 August 2014
-

8.75

15,663,001

31 D
ecem

ber 2012 

R
evolving loans – Jordan Ahli B

ank *
3,140,061

1
1

O
ne paym

ent after 9 m
onth from

 financing
-

8.00

R
evolving loan – N

ational B
ank of Abu D

habi *
1,681,142

1
1

O
ne paym

ent during M
ay 2013

-
8.00

O
verdraft – Capital B

ank *
2,100,472

1
1

O
ne paym

ent on 25 M
ay 2013

-
8.50

O
verdraft – N

ational B
ank of Abu D

habi *
479,713

1
1

O
ne paym

ent on 31 August 2013
-

8.00

Jordan M
ortgage R

efinance Com
pany *

500,000
1

1
O

ne paym
ent on 28 August 2013

-
7.50

Jordan M
ortgage R

efinance Com
pany

8,000,000
1

1
O

ne paym
ent on 24 D

ecem
ber 2013

G
overnm

ent treasury 
bonds

8.45

Borrowing from
 CBJ according to repurchase agreem

ent
17,921,471

1
1

O
ne paym

ent on 6 January 2013
G

overnm
ent treasury 

bonds
4.25

33,822,859
1

1

* This item
 represents credit facilities inform

 of overdraft accounts and revolving loans granted to the subsidiary com
panies (Al M

aw
ared for 

Financial B
rokerage, Tam

keen Leasing Com
pany and Al-Istethm

ari LeTam
w

eel Selselat Al Im
dad) against the guarantee of the subsidiar-

ies’ netw
orth.

- Interest rate on loans from
 Jordan M

ortgage R
efinance Com

pany is from
 7%

 to 12%
.

- Fixed interest loans am
ounted to 15,663,001 and variable interest loans am

ounted to zero as of 31 D
ecem

ber 2013.
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(18) Sundry Provisions

This item consists of the following:

Balance at 
beginning 
of the year

Additions Transfers Used
During the 

year

reversed to 
revenue

Balance at 
year end

2013 JD JD JD JD JD JD

Provision for employees end-of 
service indemnity 5,250 10,115 - 10,482 - 4,883

Provision for lawsuits against the 
Bank (Note 45) 583,256 633,820 6,862 169,850 94,207 959,881

Others - - 5,000 - - 5,000

588,506 643,935 11,862 180,332 94,207 969,764

(19) Income Tax

A. Provision for income tax

The movement on the provision for income tax is as follows:

2013  2012

JD JD

Balance of the year 3,564,655 3,880,629

Total income tax paid (4,840,527) (5,080,466)

Prior year’s income tax 150,000 173,100

Income tax for the year 4,168,632 4,591,392

Balance at year end 3,042,760 3,564,655

 Income tax provision for the year ended 31 December 2013 and 2012 was calculated according to 
applicable laws, regulations and International financial reporting standards.
 Income tax expense for the year consists of the following:

2012

Provision for employees
end-of service indemnity 3,823 1,427 - - - 5,250

Provision for lawsuits against the 
Bank (Note 45) 695,253 185,503 - - 297,500 583,256

others 253,713 - - - 253,713 -

952,789 186,930 - - 551,213 588,506
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2013  2012

JD JD

Income tax on profit for the year 4,168,632 4,591,392

Prior year’s income tax 150,000 173,100

Amortization of deferred tax liabilities (122,348) (7,231)

Deferred tax assets (490,111) (3,455,708)

Amortization of deferred tax assets 626,677 1,035,041

Balance at year end 4,332,850 2,336,594

The legal income tax rate in Jordan for the Bank is 30% and for the subsidiaries is 24%.

Tax status of the Bank
The bank has reached to a final settlement with the Income and Sales Tax Department up to the end 
of the year 2011.
The tax returns for the bank for the year 2012 were submitted as required and in the legally set date 
but haven’t been audited yet. As per the opinion of the company’ management and its tax advisor, the 
tax liabilities exceeding the booked provision as of 31 December 2013.

Tax status of Al Mawared for Financial Brokerage Company (Subsidiary Company)
The company has reached to a final settlement with the income and sales tax department for the 
period since inception on 5 March 2006 till the end of the year 2011. Moreover, the tax returns for the 
year 2012 was submitted and the Company’s records were not reviewed yet. As per the opinion of the 
company’ management and its tax consultant, the company will not have any tax liabilities exceeding 
the booked provision as of 31 December 2013.

Tax status of Tamkeen Leasing Company (Subsidiary Company)
The company has not submitted its tax return for the period since inception on 31 October 2006 to 31 
December 2007 and for the years 2008 and 2009.

The company has reached to a final settlement with the income and sales tax department until the 
end of the year 2011. Moreover, the tax returns for the year 2012 were submitted and the Company’s 
records were not reviewed yet by the Income and Sales Tax Department. As per the opinion of the 
company’s management and its tax consultant, the company will not have any tax liabilities exceeding 
the booked provision as of 31 December 2013.

Tax status of Al Istethmari Letamweel Selselat Al Imdad Company (Subsidiary Company)
The Company has submitted its tax return for the period since inception on 11 February 2010 to 
31 December 2010 and for the years 2011 and 2012 but the income and sales tax department have 
not reviewed the Company’s records yet. As per the opinion of management and the Company’s tax 
consultant, the Company will not have any tax liabilities exceeding the booked provision as of 31 
December 2013.
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B. Deferred tax assets/Liabilities

This item consists of the following:

2013
31 December 

2013
31 December 

2012

Beginning
balance 

Amounts
released

Additions Ending 
balance 

Deferred tax Deferred tax 

J JD D J JD D J JD D JD JD JD

Accounts included

A- Deferred  Tax Assets

Provision for impairment 
in credit facilities  (before 
the year 2000)

513,316 513,316 - - - 153,995

Provision for employees  
end-of-service indemni-
ties

5,250 10,482 10,115 4,883 1,465 1,575

Provision for lawsuits 
 against the Bank

583,256 169,850 546,475 959,881 287,964 174,977

Provision for debts  
Watch list

195,461 195,461 483,862 483,862 145,159 58,638

Provision for impair-
ment in  seized assets 
by the Bank

761,277 337,313 - 423,964 127,189 228,383

Provision for impair-
ment in  financial 
brokerage

2,366,079 94,603 - 2,271,476 545,155 567,859

Provision against bal-
ances related to fraudu-
lent transactions

10,435,500 - - 10,435,500 3,130,650 3,130,650*

Unpaid employees bonus 706,320 706,320 500,000 500,000 150,000 211,896

Unpaid board of directors 
remunerations

80,500 80,500 93,250 93,250 27,975 24,150

15,646,959 2,107,845 1,633,702 15,172,816 4,415,557 4,552,123

B- Deferred 
Tax Liabilities

Change in fair value 
reserve

472,703 408,476 1,487,746 1,551,973 465,592 141,811

Effect of early adoption of 
IFRS (9)

1,582,830 438,241 30,746 1,175,335 352,601 474,849

2,055,533 846,717 1,518,492 2,727,308 818,193 616,660

 Deferred tax liabilities include an amount of JD 465,592 as of 31 December 2013 (JD 141,811 as of 31 
December 2012) which represents tax liabilities against gains on the evaluation of financial assets at 
fair value through other comprehensive income which is shown under fair value reserve in owners’ 
equity. In addition, there’s an amount of JD 352,601 as of 31 December 2013 (JD 474,849 as of 31 
December 2012) represents deferred tax liabilities on gain on financial assets at fair value through 
profit or loss which is related to the early adoption of IFRS (9).

*  This item represents the deferred tax benefits expected from the provision booked against the 
balances related to the fraudulent transactions (note 13), and the management believes these 
amounts can be recovered from in the futures.
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The movement on deferred tax assets / liabilities was as follows:

2013 2012

 Assets  Liabilities  Assets  Liabilities

Balance at the beginning of the year 4,552,123 616,660 2,131,456 925,740

Additions 490,111 455,548 3,455,708 84,296

Deductions 626,677 254,015 1,035,041 393,376

Balance at year end 4,415,557 818,193 4,552,123 616,660

C. The summary of the reconciliation between accounting profit and taxable profit is as follows:

2013  2012

JD JD

Accounting profit for the year 16,263,525 13,588,965

Non-taxable profit (5,319,734) (11,885,050)

Expenses not deductible for tax purposes 3,508,712 14,083,165

Taxable profit 14,452,503 15,787,080

Income tax percentage for the Bank 30% 30%

Deferred taxes percentage for the Bank 30% 30%

Income tax percentage for the subsidiary companies 24% 24%

Deferred tax percentage for the subsidiary companies 24% 24%

(20)  Other Liabilities
This item consists of the following

 2013 2012 

JD JD

Brokerage payable 974,705 1,063,231

Accepted and certified checks 2,840,555 1,070,866

Accrued interest 2,746,723 1,687,103

Sundry  creditors 921,824 863,843

Dividends payable 118,898 131,192

Deposits on safe deposit boxes 52,625 44,275

Credit accounts in suspense 26,663 20,886

Accrued expenses 1,265,716 1,112,962

Board of Directors’ remunerations 55,000 55,000

Other liabilities 1,306,264 3,176,600

10,308,973 9,225,958
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(21)  Paid-In Capital
Authorized and paid-up capital amounted to JD 100 million distributed over 100 million shares at a 
par value of JD 1 per share as of the end of the year 2013 and 2012.

(22)  Reserves
The details of the reserves are as follows:
a- Statutory Reserve:

This account represents the accumulated amount of appropriations from income before tax for 
prior years at 10% according to the Banks Law. This amount is not to be distributed to share-
holders.

b- General Banking Risks Reserve
This item represents the general banking risks reserve according to the Central Bank of Jor-
dan’s instructions.

c- The details of the restricted reserves are as follows:

Reserve 2013 2012 Nature of restriction 

JD JD JD

Statutory reserve
17,682,152 16,055,800

Restricted according to the 
Companies  Law

General banking risks reserve 4,230,548 3,805,907
Restricted according to the 
Central Bank of Jordan

(23)  Fair Value Reserve - Net
This item consists of the following:

2013 2012

JD JD

Balance at the beginning of the year 330,893 1,035,208

Deferred tax liabilities (323,781) 301,849

Unrealized gain (losses) 405,656 (1,077,548)

Gains of sale of financial assets through other comprehensive income 673,614 71,384

Balance at end of the  year 1,086,382 330,893

The fair value reserve is presented net after deducting deferred tax liabilities of JD 465,592 as of 31 
December 2013 against JD 141,811 as of 31 December 2012.
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(24)  Retained Earnings
This item consists of the following:

2013 2012

JD JD

Balance at the beginning of the year 14,315,943 13,129,048

Profit for the year 11,880,711 11,218,390

losses of sale of financial assets through other comprehensive income (391,031) (60,996)

Transferred to reserves
Dividends*

(2,050,993)
(8,000,000)

(1,970,499)
(8,000,000)

Balance at end of the  year 15,754,630 14,315,943

-  Included in retained earnings is an amount of JD 4,415,557 restricted against deferred tax assets 
as of 31 December 2013 (JD 4,552,123 as of 31 December 2012).

- Included in retained earnings an amount of JD 1,313,353 as of 31 December 2013, which represents 
the effect of early adoption of IFRS (9). These amounts are restricted amounts and cannot be 
utilized unless realized as instructed by the Jordan Securities Commission.

*  Based on general assembly of shareholder meeting on 29 April 2013, they approved the 
distribution of JD 8 million from retained earnings on year 2012.

**  Included in the retained earnings a restricted amount of JD 2,539,200 as of 31 December 2013 
based on Central Bank of Jordan request, which represents the remaining balance of illegal 
transactions.

(25)  Proposed dividends
The board of directors recommended to the general assembly of shareholders to distribute JD 7 
million for the year 2013 which equivalent to 7% of capital and it is subject to the approval of the 
general assembly of shareholder.

(26) Non-Controlling interest
This item consists of the following:

31 December 2013 December 2012 31

Non-Controlling 
Interest share

Non-controlling 
interest share of 

net profit

Non-controlling 
interest share of 

net assets

Non-controlling 
interest share

Non-controlling 
interest share of 

net profit

Non-controlling 
interest share of 

net assets

% JD JD % JD JD

Tamkeen leasing company 10 26,420 554,058 10 20,963 527,638

Al-Istethmari letamweel 
Selselat Al Imdad 6 23,544 220,380 6 13,018 196,836

Total 49,964 774,438 33,981 724,474
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(27)  Interest Income
This item consists of the following:

2013 2012

JD JD

Direct credit facilities:

Individuals (retail):

Overdraft 1,168,397 1,107,691

Loans and discounted bills 3,521,530 3,100,839

Credit cards 328,977 287,110

Real estate loans 6,288,937 5,719,720

Companies

Corporate

Overdraft 7,146,874 6,729,639

Loans and discounted bills 17,695,379 15,894,933

Medium and small companies 
Overdraft 1,315,598 1,606,684

Loans and discounted bills 1,719,245 2,435,085

Government and public sector - 11,616

Balances at the Central Bank of Jordan 566,366 47,455

Balances and deposits at banks and financial institutions 566,814 432,609

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 151,652 202,647

Financial assets at amortized cost * 7,715,097 8,011,015

48,184,866 45,587,043

* There is no interest resulting from repurchase agreement of treasury bonds during 2013, 
this balance include an amount of JD 682,820 which represents credit interest resulted from 
repurchase agreement of treasury bonds during the year 2013.
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(28)  Interest Expense
This item consists of the following:

2013 2012

JD JD

Deposits at banks and financial institutions 495,360 555,476

Customers Deposits:

Current and demand accounts 1,085,017 1,506,870

Saving accounts 148,978 9,850

Time and deposits subject to notes 19,392,879 14,642,200

Certificates of deposit 161 59,977

Cash margins 1,162,606 681,699

Borrowed amounts * 1,360,700 804,761

Fees to Deposit insurance corporation 876,146 951,772

24,521,847 19,212,605

* There is no interest resulting from repurchase agreement of treasury bonds during 2013, 
this balance include an amount of JD 409,769 which represents credit interest resulted from 
repurchase agreement of treasury bonds during the year 2012.

(29)  Net Commissions Income
This item consists of the following:

2013 2012

JD JD

Commissions Income:

Direct credit facilities 2,632,483 2,264,454

Indirect credit facilities 2,497,353 1,968,416

Brokerage commissions 320,485 377,832

Other commissions 746,595 930,523

Total Commissions Income 6,196,916 5,541,225

Less: Commissions expense 597,014 618,855

Net Commissions Income 5,599,902 4,922,370

(30) GAIN ON Foreign Currency Exchange
This item consists of the following:

2013 2012

JD JD

Gains from foreign currencies trading / dealing 1,627,259 3,042,263

Gains from revaluation 60,803 102,127

1,688,062 3,144,390
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(31) Gains on Financial Assets at Fair Value through Profit or Loss
This item consists of the following:

Realized gain 
(losses)

Unrealized 
(losses)

Dividends 
income

Total

JD JD JD JD

2013

Companies shares 138,945 127,976 355,895 622,816

Investment funds 50,934 (3,352) - 47,582

Companies bonds and debentures (3,857) (13,820) - (17,677)

186,022 110,804 355,895 652,721

Realized gain 
(losses)

Unrealized 
(losses)

Dividends 
income

Total

JD JD JD JD

2012

Companies shares 60,630 (517,232) 404,956 (51,646)

Investment funds - (13,678) - (13,678)

Companies bonds and debentures 20,568 127,551 - 148,119

81,198 (403,359) 404,956 82,795

(32)  Other Income
This item consists of the following:

2013 2012
JD JD

Rental of safe deposit boxes 25,452 18,930

Bonded income 599,417 482,778

Telecommunication  income 198,874 241,362

Gain on sale of assets seized by the bank 996,086 591,935

(Loss) gain on sale of property and equipment * (966) 4,350,855

Reversed  from written off debts 216,398 1,057,542

Other 92,787 251,432

2,128,048 6,994,834

* A number of fixed assets for the bank have been sold which were represented in lands and 
buildings for the old headquarters for an amount of JD 9.1 million and which had a book value at 
the date of sale of JD 4.8 million for one of the Jordanian banks. This transaction resulted in a gain 
of JD 4.3 million for the year ended 31 December 2012.
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(33)  Employees Expenses 
This item consists of the following:

 2013 2012
JD JD

Salaries, benefits, bonuses and employees’ increments 8,079,148 7,691,934

Bank’s share in social security 748,400 711,630

Medical expenses 418,989 292,041

Per diems 4,151 6,823

Travel expenses 70,082 79,421

Training and research 65,897 36,421

Employees life insurance 19,862 24,929

9,406,529 8,843,199

(34)  Other Expenses
This item consists of the following:

2013 2012
JD JD

Rent 584,093 524,970

Stationery 161,340 153,662

Advertisements 778,428 495,205

Subscriptions and fees 470,177 532,173

Telecommunication and courier expenses 583,152 502,863

Maintenance, repair and programme licences 752,619 866,686

Insurance 235,446 64,820

Legal fees 140,011 118,419

Water, electricity and heating 445,397 350,322

Professional fees 283,951 219,671

Consultation 765,165 180,552

Donations 102,624 112,990

Others 583,273 633,998

5,885,676 4,756,331
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(35)  Earnings Per Share for the Year Attributable To The Shareholders of The Bank
This item consists of the following:

2013 2012
JD JD

Income for the year 11,880,711 11,218,390

Share Share
Weighted average number of shares * 100,000,000 99,155,174

JD/ Share JD/ Share
 Earnings per share from the income for the year attributable
Bank shareholders 0.119 0.113

* As mentioned in Note (1/A) the bank’s paid-up capital has been increased during the year ended 
December 31, 2012 to 100 million share on different periods and based on that, the weighted 
average number of shares has been calculated in accordance with IAS (33).

* The basic earnings per share (EPS) for the current year profit attributed to parent owners equals 
to diluted (EPS) , since the bank did not issue any financial instruments which may affect the basic 
(EPS)

(36)  Cash and Cash Equivalents
This item consists of the following:

2013 2012
JD JD

Cash on hand and Balances at the Central Bank mature within 
three months 72,605,317 47,545,437

Add:

Balances at banks and financial institutions mature within three 
months 65,510,489 70,630,082

Less: 
Banks and financial institutions deposits mature within three 
months 46,650,847 11,044,231

Borrowing from the Central Bank of Jordan mature within three 
months - 17,921,471

Cash and Cash Equivalents 91,464,959 89,209,817
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(37)  Related Parties Transactions
The consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of the bank and the subsidiary 
companies as follows:

Company›s Name
Company’s Capital

Ownership 2013 2012

% JD JD

Al-Mawared for financial brokerage 100 10,000,000 10,000,000

Tamkeen leasing Company 90 5,000,000 5,000,000

Al Istethemari Letamweel Selselat Al lmdad 94 3,000,000 3,000,000

Jordan factoring 100 30,000 30,000

The Bank entered into transactions with members of the Board of Directors, executive management, 
subsidiary companies and major shareholders within the normal banking practice according to the 
commercial interest rates and commissions.
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The following represents a summary of transactions with related parties:

Subsidiary
Companies*

Board of 
Directors 
Members

 and
 Executive 

Management

Others (Employees, 
Employees Relatives, 

Relatives of 
Members of the 

Board of Directors, 
Executive

 Management and
Controlled 
Companies

2013 2012

JD JD JD JD JD

Financial Position State-
ment Items:

Credit facilities 2,504,314 7,084,816 31,825,491 41,414,621 45,841,729

Provision for impairment in 
credit facilities - - 2,977,213 2,977,213 1,140,254

Deposits, current accounts 
and cash margin 4,428,355 6,844,324 34,262,626 45,535,305 32,050,855

Off-Financial Position State-
ment Items:

Letters of guarantee - - 5,648,699 5,648,699 1,086,447

Letters of credit 638,439 50,385 12,040,564 12,729,388 11,647,599

Statement of income

Interest and commissions 
received 278,135 685,494 3,329,681 4,293,310 3,718,397

Interest and commissions 
paid 105,805 209,286 1,851,268 2,166,359 1,133,418

Provision for impairment in 
credit facilities - - 1,836,959 1,836,959 52,398

Additional Information

Watch list credit facilities - - 3,661,655 3,661,655 13,833,087

Provision for Watch list 
credit facilities - - 50,560 50,560 207,496

Non-performing credit 
facilities - - 14,538,517 14,538,517 1,036,123

Provision for non-perform-
ing credit facilities - - 2,926,653 2,926,653 932,758

Interest in suspense - - 959,462 959,462 103,365

* Such balances and transactions are eliminated in the consolidated financial statements and are 
shown for explanatory purposes only.

Maximum credit interest rate 21%  Maximum credit commission rate 5%
Minimum credit interest rate 1%  Minimum credit commission rate  0.5%
Maximum debit interest rate 6.5%  Maximum debit interest rate 0%

The following is a summary of the executive managment salaries and benefits:

2013 2012
Salaries and benefits 1,545,936 1,350,101
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(38)  Risk Management
General framework of risk management

The Risk Management and Compliance Committee’s tasks are as follows:

A. To supervise the management of the risk policy and ensure that the Risk Management and 
Compliance Department achieves its objectives according to the approved policies.

B. To ensure appropriate and sufficient support for the Risk Management and Compliance 
Department in achieving its objectives in accordance with the approved policies and procedures 
and the Central Bank’s instructions.

C. To ensure the availability of work procedures for risk management in compliance with the 
various management risk policies at the Bank.

D. To ensure the use of the new techniques and method of management and assessment of risk 
management.

E. To identify basis and principles of risk management and risk acceptance, risk transfer, risk 
refuse and risk mitigation.

F. To review the periodical reports of the Risk Management and Compliance Department.
G. To ensure that the Bank adheres to the Central Bank of Jordan instructions.

The Risk Management and Compliance Committee have set the risk management framework for 
the Bank. Moreover, the Board of Directors has established the Risk Management and Compliance 
Committee, formed by the Board members and executive management. Its objective is to monitor 
and control the various risks (credit risks, operating risks, market risks and compliance risks) or 
any other risks the Bank might be exposed to.

The department manages the Bank’s various risks (credit risk, operating risk, market risk, 
compliance risk, and other risks) within the general framework of risks management. The role of 
the department can be summarized as follows:

. Risk Identification   . Risk Assessment. Risk Control / Mitigation   . Risk Monitoring 

The bank has identified control levels (defense lines) by placing the framework for the following 
control levels as follows:

. Business units: represents employees that are part of first line defense, which responsible for 

risk management and related control procedures.
. Independent risk management function: the employees of risk management department 

represent the second line defense by making them responsible over arranging risk management 
efforts and facilitating the supervision process over the implemented procedures from the bank.

. Internal audit : 
 Internal audit employees represent the third line defense, and they are responsible for performing 

an independent review for control procedures and systems that are related to risk management 
at the bank level.
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In addition, the Bank had prepared the required plans and work programs to ensure the compliance 
with the requirements of Central Bank of Jordan related to BASEL III and internal capital adequacy 
assessment process (ICAAP).

(38. A )  Credit Risks
Credit risks are defined as the probability of not fully recovering the debt or interest in the specified 
time causing financial losses to the Bank.

Moreover, credit risk represents the major portion banks are exposed to in general. In recognition 
of this reality, the Bank has accorded credit risk management great significance through managing 
credit risks at the portfolio level, economic sector level, group level, or single customer level, taking 
into consideration the achievement of an appropriate return on the risks the Bank is exposed to.

To achieve this, based on the risk management strategy, the Bank has performed the following:

1. The risk appetite and ceilings are based on credit risk commensurate with the acceptable risk 
limits adopted by the Board of Directors and Risks and Compliance Department. Risk limits are 
set for each client, group and economic sector, in order to mitigate the Bank’s exposure to credit 
risk concentrations.

2. A risk rating system is prepared. It consists of 10 degrees and takes into account all factors 
leading to increased credit risk for the client. In addition, it helps the Bank to detect the credit 
risk early on so that it can address and mitigate the risk before it increases. Moreover, the Bank 
has signed an agreement with SUNGARD Company for the purchase of an automated system to 
apply this system.

3. Credit risk is mitigated through credit risk factors (collaterals such as real estate, shares or 
other) commensurate with the credit risk faced by the Bank to cover any unexpected subsequent 
events.

4. Proper legal and credit documentation is applied for all conditions associated with the 
credit facilities.
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1-Credit risk exposure (less the impairment provision and interest in suspense and before 
guarantees and other risk - mitigating factors):

 2013 2012

JD JD
On financial position statement items:

Balances at the central bank of Jordan 67,094,399 41,387,362

Balances at banks and financial institutions 65,510,489 70,630,082

Deposits at banks and financial institutions 1,418,000 230,778

Credit facilities:

Individuals 42,995,396 31,838,144

Real estate loans 64,035,763 63,811,774

Companies

Corporate 300,384,992 269,875,368

Small and medium institutions (SMEs) 23,466,662 38,785,982

Government and public sector - -

Bonds, bills and debentures:

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 2,444,143 3,173,006

Financial assets at amortized cost 127,803,961 105,394,480

Other assets 6,005,692 5,685,901

Off financial position statement items:

Letters of guarantee 95,825,490 94,832,402

Letters of credit 21,378,835 24,482,091

Letters of acceptance 15,817,354 9,238,413

Unutilised facility ceilings 15,820,621 22,095,684

850,001,797 781,461,467

To cover the above credit risk exposures, the Bank uses the following risk mitigating factors within the 
conditions of the credit policy set by the Bank:
1. Cash collaterals.
2. Accepted bank letters of guarantee.
3. Real estate mortgages.
4. Listed shares collaterals.
5. Vehicles and equipment mortgages.
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2- Credit exposures according to the degree of risk:

C
om

panies
Individuals

R
eal estate loans

C
orporate

S
m

all and 
m

edium
G

overnm
ent

and P
ublic S

ector
B

anks and
other Financial

institutions

Total

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD

31 D
ecem

ber 2013

Low
 risk

8,295,369
-

10,365,256
2,102,365

184,912,969
-

205,675,959

Acceptable risk
32,239,001

69,398,754
249,450,770

24,962,772
-

66,928,489
442,979,786

O
f w

hich is due:* 

w
ithin  30 days

309,331
175,888

15,204,406
450,018

-
-

16,139,643

from
 31 to 60 days

89,364
194,265

7,489,240
307,647

-
-

8,080,516

W
atch list

2,456,965
1,856,365

22,727,798
2,059,024

-
-

29,100,152

N
on-perform

ing:

Substandard
341,997

336,256
3,253,748

470,318
-

-
4,402,319

D
oubtful 

235,941
410,237

17,155,509
1,521,265

-
-

19,322,952

B
ad debt

5,690,347
3,652,487

25,102,397
3,256,984

-
-

37,702,215

Total 
49,259,620

75,654,099
328,055,478

34,372,728
184,912,969

66,928,489
739,183,383

Less: Im
pairm

ent provision
4,872,044

7,882,403
7,479,557

9,607,890
-

-
29,841,894

Interest in suspense
1,392,180

3,735,933
1,755,703

1,298,176
-

-
8,181,992

N
et

42,995,396
64,035,763

318,820,218
23,466,662

184,912,969
66,928,489

701,159,497
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- Credit exposures (financial assets and investments in financial assets) are distrusted according to 
the credit classification.

Credit classification Government and public sector
Financial 

institutions

(AAA to AA-) - 23,719,932

(A+ TO A-) - 9,879,976

(BBB+ TO B-) - 349,679

(BB+ to B-) 184,912,969 14,428,368

Less than (B-) not classified - -

Not classified - 18,550,534

184,912,969 66,928,489
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Com
panies 

Individuals
R

eal estate 
loans

Corporate
Sm

all and 
m

edium
G

overnm
ent

and Public Sector
B

anks and other 
Financial 

institutions

Total

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD

31 D
ecem

ber 2012

Low
 risk

3,826,204
-

12,972,721
1,616,710

135,133,178
-

153,548,813

Acceptable risk
27,574,213

67,459,030
207,228,522

35,851,214
-

70,860,860
408,973,839

O
f w

hich is due:* 

w
ithin  30 days

112,563
38,941

762,547
241,589

-
-

1,155,640

from
 31 to 60 days

205,628
418,647

1,652,368
304,859

-
-

2,581,502

W
atch list

2,022,082
1,256,317

49,851,824
2,983,047

-
-

56,113,270

N
on-perform

ing:

Substandard
123,974

336,256
26,980

583,806
-

-
1,071,016

D
oubtful

32,211
38,569

474,778
2,751,855

-
-

3,297,413

B
ad debt

5,139,513
3,209,678

35,246,473
5,899,868

-
-

49,495,532

Total 
38,718,197

72,299,850
305,801,298

49,686,500
135,133,178

70,860,860
672,499,883

Less: Im
pairm

ent provision
5,637,995

6,018,234
12,503,281

9,734,939
-

-
33,894,449

Interest in suspense
1,242,058

2,469,842
2,915,078

1,165,579
-

-
7,792,557

N
et

31,838,144
63,811,774

290,382,939
38,785,982

135,133,178
70,860,860

630,812,877

- 
Credit exposures (financial assets and investm

ents in financial assets) are distrusted according to the credit classification.
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Credit classification
Government

and public sector
Financial

institutions 

(AAA to AA-) - 6,102,871

(A+ TO A-) - 36,096,524

(BBB+ TO B-) - 6,781,802

(BB+ to B-) 135,133,178 13,682,079

Less than (B-) not classified - -

Not classified - 8,197,584

135,133,178 70,860,860

* The whole debt balance becomes due when one of the installments or interest is due. Moreover, 
the overdraft account becomes due whenever it exceeds the ceiling. 

Credit exposures include credit facilities, balances and deposits at banks in addition to financial 
assets.
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The following table breaks down the fair value of collaterals held as security for credit facilities:

    Companies

Individuals Real 
estate loans

Corporate Small and 
medium

Total

JD JD JD JD JD

2013

Guarantees against:

Low risk 8,295,369 - 10,365,256 2,102,365 20,762,990

Acceptable risk 16,526,351 52,365,988 106,883,436 9,563,658 185,339,433

watch list 1,754,265 10,125,639 29,860,539 1,480,325 43,220,768

Non-performing:

Substandard 77,589 702,541 4,129,163 755,256 5,664,549

Doubtful 1,488,756 991,657 19,934,445 327,586 22,742,444

Bad debt 2,256,356 7,002,639 15,021,477 7,985,635 32,266,107

30,398,686 71,188,464 186,194,316 22,214,825 309,996,291

Of it:

Cash margins 8,295,369 - 10,365,256 2,102,365 20,762,990

Real estate 11,563,658 71,188,464 161,256,354 17,876,095 261,884,571

Trade stocks 802,145 - 8,856,635 - 9,658,780

Vehicles and equipment 9,737,514 - 5,716,071 2,236,365 17,689,950

30,398,686 71,188,464 186,194,316 22,214,825 309,996,291

    Companies

Individuals Real estate 
loans

Corporate Small and 
medium

Total

JD JD JD JD JD

2012

Guarantees against:

Substandard 3,826,204 - 12,972,721 1,616,710 18,415,635

Acceptable risk 14,620,162 46,953,211 97,346,683 3,365,269 162,285,325

Watch list 2,012,569 11,235,693 49,856,398 2,563,411 65,668,071

Non-performing:

Substandard 65,365 653,987 2,956,365 985,636 4,661,353

Doubtful 1,452,696 986,748 4,365,265 602,111 7,406,820

Bad debt 2,452,398 6,948,252 16,856,958 9,156,398 35,414,006

24,429,394 66,777,891 184,354,390 18,289,535 293,851,210

Of it:

Cash margins 4,523,984 - 10,238,687 3,652,964 18,415,635

Real estate 13,652,698 66,777,891 163,689,837 13,625,045 257,745,471

Trade stocks 620,536 - 6,856,325 - 7,476,861

Vehicles and equipment 5,632,176 - 3,569,541 1,011,526 10,213,243

24,429,394 66,777,891 184,354,390 18,289,535 293,851,210

Guarantees fair value are evaluated when the facilities are granted based on acceptable evaluation methods for these 
guarantees, in the subsequent periods the fair value is updated to market prices or related assets prices.
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Scheduled Loans
These loans are loans previously classified as non-performing credit facilities but taken out 
therefrom according to proper scheduling. They have been classified as “debts under control” and 
amounted to JD 10,414,425 as of 31 December 2013 (against JD 3,921,900 for the year 2012).

Restructured Loans
Restructuring means rearranging credit facilities installments through increasing their duration, 
postponing some installments, or increasing the grace period. Restructured debts amounted to JD 
48,335,013 for the year 2013 (against JD 45,956,358 for the year 2012).

3- Bonds, Bills, and Debentures 
The following table illustrates the classification of bonds, bills, and debentures according to external 
rating institutions:

 Within Financial
 Assets at fair

 value through 
profit or loss

Within Financial
assets at 

amortized cost 

Total

Rating Grade

JD JD JD

 Unrated 1,880,239 10,549,295 12,429,534

Governmental 563,904 117,254,666 117,818,570

2,444,143 127,803,961 130,248,104
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4 - Credit risk exposure according to geographical areas:

G
eographical A

rea

Inside Jordan
 M

iddle east
 countries

E
urope

* A
sia

A
m

ericas
O

thers
Total

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD

B
alances at Central B

ank of Jordan
67,094,399

-
-

-
-

-
67,094,399

Balances at banks and financial institutions
32,739,487

4,237,644
8,053,733

307,231
17,709,183

2,463,211
65,510,489

Deposits at banks  and financial institutions
1,418,000

-
-

-
-

-
1,418,000

D
irect credit facilities:

Individuals
42,995,396

-
-

-
-

-
42,995,396

R
eal estate loans

64,035,763
-

-
-

-
-

64,035,763

Com
panies:

Corporate
300,384,992

-
-

-
-

-
300,384,992

Sm
all and m

edium
 institutions 

23,466,662
-

-
-

-
-

23,466,662

G
overnm

ent and public sector 
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

B
onds, bills and debentures

Financial assets at fair value  through profit  
or loss 

563,904
1,880,239

-
-

-
-

2,444,143

Financial assets at am
ortised cost

127,803,961
-

-
-

-
-

127,803,961

O
ther assets

6,005,692
-

-
-

-
-

6,005,692

Total /the current year
666,508,256

6,117,883
8,053,733

307,231
17,709,183

2,463,211
701,159,497

Total / com
parative figures

570,961,036
10,836,631

41,350,321
35,798

5,963,073
1,666,018

630,812,877

* Excluding M
iddle East Countries.
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5 - Credit risk exposure according to econom
ic sector:

Econom
ic Sector

Financial
Industrial

Trading and 
services

R
eal 

estate
Agricul-

tural
Shares

Individual
G

overnm
ent 

and public 
sector

Total 

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD

Item
:

B
alances at the 

central B
ank of Jordan 

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
67,094,399

67,094,399

B
alance at banks 

and financial institutions
65,510,489

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
65,510,489

D
eposits at banks 

and financial institutions 
1,418,000

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
1,418,000

Credit facilities 
21,385,487

83,779,790
149,689,116

72,208,915
1,402,270

20,574,510
81,842,725

-
430,882,813

B
onds, bills and debentures:

Financial assets at fair value 
through profit  or loss 

1,880,239
-

-
-

-
-

-
563,904

2,444,143

Financial assets 
at am

ortised cost
-

-
10,549,295

-
-

-
-

117,254,666
127,803,961

O
ther assets

6,005,692
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

6,005,962

Total /the current year
96,199,907

83,779,790
160,238,411

72,208,915
1,402,270

20,574,510
81,842,725

184,912,969
701,159,497

Total / com
parative figures

180,684,067
73,449,171

163,015,875
38,212,365

6,109,537
21,856,359

12,352,325
135,133,178

630,812,877
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38. B) Operational Risks
Operational risk is defined as the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed processes, people 
and systems or from external events. This definition includes legal risk.

Investment bank has implemented a Control and Risk Self-Assessment process for the management 
of operational risk at the Bank through the use of an automated system named CARE. The Bank 
manages operational Risk on the basis of the following:

- Preparation of operational risk policy. 
- Preparation of Operational Risk Accountability Policy. 
- Creation of Risk Profiles to identify all risks and controls for key units. Furthermore, a time frame 

and action plan has been made to cover the entire bank.
- Reviewing all the bank procedures. 
- Reporting to the Board Risk Management Committee and the Executive Risk Management 

Committee. 

In order to ensure the implementation of best practices in operational risk management, the Bank 
has procured the services of Al Dar International for Governance Consultancy (Grant-Thornton 
Middle East) to assist in embedding the Control and Risk Self-Assessment methodology.

In addition, the Bank has signed an agreement with Protiviti to provide guidance in risk management 
in line with the ongoing efforts to enhance the security and transparency of the Bank’s systems and 
processes, as well as in developing an operational risk management framework that is fully aligned 
with Central Bank of Jordan regulations, and in enhancing the Bank’s Governance structure.  An 
accountability policy was also developed under similar guidance from Protiviti to clarify the roles 
and responsibilities in the management of operational risk at various levels of the Bank. 

Compliance Risk
This represents the risks that arise from the probability that the Bank may not comply with (violate 
/ transgress) the prevailing laws, regulations, instructions, banks laws, and code of ethics issued by 
international and local regulatory authorities.

Compliance with the regulations and prevailing laws issued by the regulatory authorities represents 
one of the most important risks which the Bank might be exposed to, due to the major financial 
losses resulting from the violation of the laws and instructions that affect the Bank’s reputation. 
Moreover, the past few years witnessed many new regulations, instructions and laws organizing 
the work of the various institutions. Accordingly, the need for managing the compliance risk of the 
Bank is necessary. Moreover, compliance enhances the efficiency of managing risks and decreases 
the risk the Bank might be exposed to as a result of noncompliance with the prevailing laws and 
instructions.
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(38. C) Market Risk
Market risk is the potential losses that may arise from the changes in market prices such as the 
change in interest rates, foreign currency exchange rates, and prices of shares and products.
The Board of Directors has set limits for the acceptable risk levels for managing the financial 
portfolio market risks. Moreover, the Bank periodically applies the appropriate methodology 
to evaluate market risks and sets estimates for the probable economic losses based on a set of 
assumptions and changes in market conditions. The following are the methods used by the Bank to 
measure market risks:

1-Value at Risk (VaR)
2-Stress Testing

C/1-  Interest Rate Risk: 
Interest rate risk results from the potential change in interest rates, and consequently, the potential 
impact on the cash flows or the fair value of financial instruments.

The Bank is exposed to interest rate risks as a result of the timing gaps of repricing assets and 
liabilities. These gaps are periodically monitored by the Assets and Liabilities Committee (ALCO). 
Moreover, various hedging methods are used to remain within the acceptable interest rate gap 
limits.

Sensitivity analysis:

31 December 2013

Currency
Increase in

interest rate
Impact on profits 

(losses)
Owners’ equity 

sensitivity

% JD JD

US Dollar 2 (96,723) -

Euro 2 990 -

GBP 2 974 -

Japanese Yen 2 (711) -

Other currencies 2 19,488 -

Currency
Decrease in
interest rate

Impact on profits 
(losses)

Owners’ Equity 
Sensitivity

% JD JD

US Dollar 2 96,723 -

Euro 2 (990) -

GBP 2 (974) -

Japanese Yen 2 711 -

Other currencies 2 (19,488) -
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31 December 2012
Currency

Increase in
interest rate

Impact on profits 
(losses)

Owners’ equity 
sensitivity

% JD JD

US Dollar 2 70,120 -

Euro 2 2,049 -

GBP 2 (826) -

Japanese Yen 2 (4,273) -

Other currencies 2 36,431 -

Currency
Decrease in
interest rate

Impact on profits 
(losses)

Owners’ Equity 
Sensitivity

% JD JD

US Dollar 2 (70,120) -

Euro 2 (2,049) -

GBP 2 826 -

Japanese Yen 2 4,273 -

Other currencies 2 (36,431) -

C/2-  Foreign currencies risk

a. The following table illustrates the currencies to which the Bank is exposed and the potential 
and reasonable change in their rates against the Jordanian Dinar and the related impact on the 
consolidated statement of income. The currencies positions are monitored daily to ensure that 
they are within the determined limits. Moreover, the related reports are submitted to the Assets 
and Liabilities Committee and Board of Directors.

31 December 2013
Currency

Change in foreign
currency exchange rate 

Impact on profits  and 
losses

Owners’
Equity Sensitivity

% JD JD

Euro 5 2,477 -

GBP 5 2,436 -

Japanese Yen 5 (1,778) -

Other currencies 5 48,720 -
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31 December 2012
Currency

Change in foreign
currency exchange rate 

Impact on profits  
and losses

Owners’ Equity 
Sensitivity

% JD JD

Euro 5 5,122 -

GBP 5 (2,064) -

Japanese Yen 5 (10,683) -

Other currencies 5 91,078 -

C/3-  Risks of Changes in Shares Prices:
This represents the risk resulting from the decline in the fair value of the investment portfolio of the 
shares due to the changes in the value of the shares indicators and the change in the value of shares 
individually.

Indicator of 2013 Change in indicator
Impact on profits  

and losses
Owners’ Equity 

Sensitivity

Amman Stock Exchange 5 202,784 476,213

Palestine Stock Exchange 5 42,477 44,106

Indicator of 2012 Change in indicator
  Impact on profits

and losses
 Owners’ Equity

Sensitivity

Amman Stock Exchange 5 239,207 563,894

Palestine Stock Exchange 5 44,215 44,842
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Interest rate R
epricing Gap

The B
ank adopts the assets-liabilities com

patibility principle and the suitability of m
aturities to narrow

 gaps through categorizing assets and liabilities 
into various m

aturities or price review
 m

aturities, w
hichever are nearer, to low

er risks in interest rates, studying gaps in the related interest rates, and 
using hedging policies through the adoption of advanced financial instrum

ents such as derivatives.

  Interest rate reporting gap
 Less than one

m
onth

 M
ore than 1

 m
onth up to 3

m
onths

 M
ore than 3

 m
onth up to 6

m
onths

 M
ore than 6

 m
onth up to 1

year

 From
 1 year

up to 3 years
 M

ore than 3
years

 N
on-interest

bearing item
s

Total

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD
JD

31 Decem
ber 2013

Assets:
Cash and balances  at the Central Bank of Jordan 

27,000,000
-

-
-

-
-

45,605,317
72,605,317

Balance at banks  and financial institutions
51,370,516

-
-

-
-

-
14,139,973

65,510,489
Deposits at banks  and financial institutions 

-
-

1,418,000
-

-
-

-
1,418,000

Financial assets at fair value through statem
ent of incom

e 
-

-
-

-
1,888,251

555,892
4,955,288

7,399,431
Financial assets at fair value  through other com

prehensive incom
e 

-
-

-
-

-
-

10,406,392
10,406,392

 Direct credit facilities – net
135,163,433

31,781,103
43,409,394

32,075,493
83,466,092

104,262,834
724,464

430,882,813
Financial assets   at am

ortised cost
6,000,066

10,442,021
17,002,450

31,894,616
57,457,800

5,007,008
-

127,803,961
Property and equipm

ent – net
-

-
-

-
-

-
22,135,540

22,135,540
Intangible assets 

-
-

-
-

-
-

1,886,627
1,886,627

Deferred tax assets 
-

-
-

-
-

-
4,415,557

4,415,557
Other assets

-
-

-
-

-
-

34,458,927
34,458,927

Total assets
219,534,015

42,223,124
61,829,844

63,970,109
142,812,143

109,825,734
138,728,085

778,923,054

Liabilities
Deposits at banks and financial institutions

41,396,500
2,836,000

-
-

-
-

2,418,347
46,650,847

Custom
ers’ deposits 

229,088,227
124,432,596

25,256,610
45,108,451

-
-

93,980,293
517,866,177

Cash m
argins 

8,389,725
2,346,810

4,724,408
2,035,241

26,579,005
-

-
44,075,189

Borrow
ed funds

153,488
-

-
3,645,296

11,864,217
-

-
15,663,001

Sundry provisions 
-

-
-

-
-

-
969,764

969,764
Incom

e tax provision
-

-
-

-
-

-
3,042,760

3,042,760
Deferred tax liabilities 

-
-

-
-

-
-

818,193
818,193

Other liabilities 
-

-
-

-
-

-
10,308,9723

10,308,973
Total liabilities 

279,027,940
129,615,406

29,981,018
50,788,988

38,443,222
-

111,538,330
639,394,904

Interest rate reporting gap
(59,493,925)

(87,392,282)
31,848,826

13,181,121
104,368,921

109,825,734
27,189,755

139,528,150

31 Decem
ber 2012

 Total assets
156,444,860

38,571,022
46,103,692

56,739,058
157,820,787

116,570,882
136,263,794

708,514,095
 Total liabilities

196,371,987
50,232,240

68,646,895
104,599,846

32,223,702
-

121,206,408
573,281,078

Interest rate reporting gap
(39,927,127)

(11,661,218)
(22,543,203)

(47,860,788)
125,597,085

116,570,882
15,057,386

135,233,017
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Currency ( Equivalent in Jordanian D
inars)

U
SD

Euro
Sterling Pound

Japanese Yen
O

thers
Total

Item
s 

2013

Assets 

Cash and balances at the Central B
ank

11,402,241
651,094

164,152
-

293,374
12,510,861

B
alances at banks and financial institutions

26,608,552
4,337,087

6,321,991
297,469

1,884,353
39,449,452

D
eposits at banks and financial institutions

1,418,000
-

-
-

-
1,418,000

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
2,887,580

-
7,339

-
-

2,894,919

Financial assets at fair value through other com
prehensive incom

e
882,120

-
-

-
-

882,120

Financial assets at am
ortised cost

12,265,700
-

-
-

-
12,265,700

D
irect credit facilities

59,003,513
85,560

-
-

-
59,089,073

O
ther assets

265,626
19,827

13,415
10,237

1,109
310,214

Total assets 
114,733,332

5,093,568
6,506,897

307,706
2,178,836

128,820,339

Liabilities:

D
eposits at banks and financial institutions 

31,059,283
355,715

48,068
82

577,599
32,040,747

Custom
ers› deposits

71,457,313
7,682,048

4,347,219
317,387

2,825,320
86,629,287

Cash m
argins

10,950,357
3,405,839

12,546
-

17,930
14,386,672

O
ther liabilities

39,719
141

295
-

899
41,054

Total Liabilities
113,506,672

11,443,743
4,408,128

317,469
3,421,748

133,097,760

N
et Concentration on-Financial Position  for the Current Year

1,226,660
(6,350,175)

2,098,769
(9,763)

(1,242,912)
(4,277,421)

O
ff-Financial Position Contingent   Liabilities for the Current Year

53,044,805
15,123,312

94,496
1,882,474

2,325,363
72,470,450
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Currency ( Equivalent in Jordanian D
inars)

U
SD

Euro
Sterling 
Pound

Japanese 
Yen

O
thers

Total

Item
s 

2012

Assets

Cash and balances at the Central B
ank

9,271,502
783,461

42,899
-

108,187
10,206,049

B
alances at banks and financial institutions

40,600,287
3,509,990

15,115,575
26,158

1,316,903
60,568,913

D
eposits at banks and financial institutions

43,457
187,320

-
-

-
230,777

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
3,159,210

-
7,192

1,194,524
4,360,926

Financial assets at fair value through other com
prehensive incom

e
896,835

-
-

-
-

896,835

D
irect credit facilities

45,699,938
3,044,609

-
-

-
48,744,547

O
ther assets

13,050,086
17,515

16,245
12,489

6,312
13,102,647

Total assets 
112,721,315

7,542,895
15,181,911

38,647
2,625,926

138,110,694

Liabilities:

D
eposits at banks and financial institutions 

1,231,394
323,503

47,105
100

1,238,778
2,840,880

Custom
ers› deposits

81,089,492
14,044,242

8,374,684
223,553

2,674,564
106,406,535

Cash m
argins

23,212,981
-

-
-

-
23,212,981

O
ther liabilities

213,425
1,794

4,534
-

7,145
226,898

Total Liabilities
105,747,292

14,369,539
8,426,323

223,653
3,920,487

132,687,294

N
et Concentration on-Financial Position  for the Current Year

6,974,023
(6,826,644)

6,755,588
(185,006)

(1,294,561)
5,423,400

O
ff-Financial Position Contingent  Liabilities for the Current Year

48,506,276
12,222,139

1,246,450
3,692,435

1,184,452
66,851,752
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(38/D
)-  Liquidity R

isk
Liquidity risk represents the B

ank’s inability to m
eet obligations on their m

aturity dates. To w
ard off these risks, including the m

anagem
ent of assets and liabilities, m

atching, and analyzing their 
m

aturities, m
atching the m

aturities, diversifying source of funds, and m
aintaining an adequate fund of cash and cash equivalents and m

arketable securities, liquidity is m
anaged and review

ed 
periodically at different levels,. According to the Central B

ank of Jordan instructions, the B
ank m

aintains cash reverses to m
itigate liquidity risk.

First: The follow
ing table illustrates the distribution of liabilities (undiscounted) on the basis of the rem

aining period to the contractual m
aturity at the date of the financial statem

ents.

Less than one 
m

onth
M

ore than 1 
m

onth up to 3 
m

onths

M
ore than 3 

m
onth up to 6 

m
onths

M
ore than 6 

m
onth up to 1 

year

From
 1 year up 

to 3 years
M

ore than 3 
years

N
on-interest 

bearing item
s

Total

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD
JD

JD
JD

31 D
ecem

ber 2013
Liabilities 
D

eposits at banks

and financial institutions
43,862,313

2,845,217
-

-
-

-
-

46,707,530
Custom

ers’ deposits 
324,220,945

125,764,195
25,797,171

47,066,157
-

-
-

522,848,468
Cash m

argins 
8,406,688

2,361,045
4,781,722

2,085,308
28,513,665

-
-

46,148,428
B

orrow
ed funds

154,639
-

-
3,973,373

14,409,592
-

-
18,537,604

Sundry provisions 
-

-
-

-
-

-
969,764

969,764
Incom

e tax provision
3,042,760

-
-

-
-

-
-

3,042,760
D

eferred tax liabilities 
-

818,193
-

-
-

-
-

818,193
O

ther liabilities 
5,285,784

2,746,723
2,276,466

-
-

-
-

10,308,973
Total liabilities 

384,973,129
134,535,373

32,855,359
53,124,838

42,923,257
-

969,764
649,381,720

Total assets
280,004,324

42,223,124
61,829,844

63,970,109
142,812,143

109,825,734
78,257,776

778,923,054

31 D
ecem

ber 2012
Liabilities 
D

eposits at banks 

  and financial institutions
11,058,036

-
-

-
-

-
-

11,058,036
Custom

ers’ deposits 
262,416,204

47,860,898
60,320,282

93,613,102
-

-
-

464,210,486
Cash m

argins 
13,099,759

2,862,995
5,799,347

2,529,161
34,701,403

-
-

58,992,665
B

orrow
ed funds

17,984,943
-

3,937,606
13,143,895

-
-

-
35,066,444

Sundry provisions 
-

-
-

-
-

-
588,506

588,506
Incom

e tax provision
3,564,655

-
-

-
-

-
-

3,564,655
D

eferred tax liabilities 
-

616,660
-

-
-

-
-

616,660
O

ther liabilities 
5,807,265

1,980,594
1,438,099

-
-

-
-

9,225,958
Total liabilities 

313,930,862
53,321,147

71,495,334
109,286,158

34,701,403
-

588,506
583,323,410

Total assets
221,896,140

38,571,022
46,104,092

56,739,058
157,820,787

116,570,882
70,812,114

708,514,095
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Second: Off financial position statement:

Up to one year From one  year 
to 5 years

More than 5 
years

Total

JD JD JD JD

31 December 2013

Letters of credit and acceptances 37,196,189 - - 37,196,189

Unutilized credits 15,820,621 - - 15,820,621

Guarantees 90,503,889 5,321,601 - 95,825,490

Operating lease 
contract liabilities

584,093 - - 584,093

Capital liabilities 119,527 - - 119,527

144,224,319 5,321,601 - 149,545,920

Up to one year From one  year 
to 5 years

More than 5 
years

Total

JD JD JD JD

31 December 2012

Letters of credit and acceptances 33,720,504 - - 33,720,504

Unutilized credits 22,095,684 - - 22,095,684

Guarantees 94,832,402 - - 94,832,402

Operating lease
contract liabilities

415,739 - - 415,739

Capital liabilities 665,056 - - 665,056

151,729,385 - - 151,729,385
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(39)  Sector Analysis

a. Information on the bank sectors operation

The Bank is organized, for managerial purposes, which measured according to reports used by 
general manager and decision makers to the Bank into three major sectors. Moreover, the Bank 
owns three subsidiaries: one conducts financial brokerage, the other financial lease, and the third 
bonded stores operation and management.

- Individuals accounts: include following up on individual customers accounts, and granting them 
loans, credit, credit cards, and other services.

- Corporate accounts: include following up on deposits, credit facilities, and other banking services 
related to customers.

- Treasury: includes providing dealing services and management of the Bank’s funds.
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B- Information on the geographical distribution.
The bank conducts its business and operations primarily in Jordan. Accordingly, most of the Bank’s 
revenues, assets and capital expenditures are in Jordan.

40. Capital Management
a. Description of Capital
According to the Central Bank of Jordan Law and in compliance with the capital adequacy 
requirements, capital consists of many parts:

• Part one: Primary capital made up of paid-up capital, declared reserves, (including statutory 
reserve, voluntary reserve, share premium (discount), treasury share premium, and other 
reserves), retained earnings, and non-controlling interest (if any) minus intangible assets, loss 
for the period, acquisition costs of treasury stock, provisions required by the Central Bank of 
Jordan, full amount of goodwill, and any restricted amounts.

• Part two: Supplementary capital provided that the general banking risk reserve does not exceed 
1.25% of total credit risk weighted assets, subordinated debts, and the positive cumulative change 
in fair value at 45%, less the negative change balance provided that this part of capital does not 
exceed 100% of regulatory capital.

• The third part consists of short-term subordinated loans to meet market risks. This part 
supplements capital and is utilized to face the potential losses from market risks.

• Additionally, the Bank complies with Article (62) of the Banks Law which requires the Bank to 
appropriate 10% of its net profits in the Kingdom and continue to do so until the reserve equals 
the Bank’s paid-up capital. Moreover, the bank have subtracted an amount equals to the value of 
the violated real-estate that is seized according to the Article no. (48) From the bank laws no (28) 
for the year 2000 and its amendments for regulatory capital.

b. Regulatory Authorities Requirements Concerning Capital and Method of Fulfilling Them.
The Bank considers the compatibility of the size of capital with the nature of risks it is exposed to 
provided that paid-up capital is not less than the minimum required by the Central Bank of Jordan 
and regulatory capital not less than 12% of the  weighted assets value of credit and operating 
market risks. Furthermore, the minimum leverage ratio (equity to total assets) should not be less 
than 6%. Moreover, not less than 28.5% of market risk-weighted assets should be covered by 
regulatory capital.

c. How to Achieve the Objectives of Capital Management
The Bank’s management aims at achieving the Bank’s capital management objectives, a surplus in 
operating income and revenues, and the optimal utilization of the available sources of funds so as 
to reach the targeted growth in shareholders’ equity through the increase in the statutory reserve, 
recognized profits, voluntary reserve, and retained earnings.

The effect of capital adequacy ratio is taken into considerations when entering to investments. 
Moreover, capital and its adequacy are monitored periodically, and capital adequacy is calculated 
by the Risk Management and Compliance Department.
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d. Reasons for and sources of change in the Bank’s regulatory capital during the year:
Increase in regulatory capital amounted to JD 3,128,374 from the following sources:
- Increase in the statutory reserve of JD 1,626,352
- Increase in retained earnings of JD 1,438,687
- Increase in the general banking risks reserve of JD 424,641.
- Increase in the fair value reserve according to IFRS (9) of JD 755,489
- Decrease in the deferred tax assets and intangible assets of JD 168,766.
- Decrease in investments and real estates seized by bank against loans and from breaking 

article(48) of banks law which are deducted from capital by 50% of JD 494,714

 The capital adequacy ratio has been calculated according to Basel II Standard, in addition to the
instructions of the Central Bank of Jordan

e. The amount the Bank considers as capital and capital adequacy ratio are as follows:

31 December 2013 31 December 2012

JD JD

Subscribed and paid-up capital 100,000,000 100,000,000

Statutory reserve 17,682,152 16,055,800

(Retained earnings (net of restricted amounts 4,791,273 4,717,344

Goodwill or any intangibles and deferred tax assets (6,302,184) (6,470,950)

Investments deducted from capital by 50% (2,989,527) (3,236,884)

Primary Capital 113,181,714 111,065,310

Fair value reserve according to IFRS (9) 488,872 148,902

General banking risks reserve 4,230,548 3,805,905

Investments deducted from capital by 50% (2,989,527) (3,236,884)

Additional Paid-up Capital 1,729,893 717,923

Total Capital Structure 114,911,607 111,783,233

Total risk weighted assets 749,816,488 673,569,266

Capital Adequacy Ratio (%) 15.33% 16.59%

Primary Capital Ratio (%) 15.09% 16.49%
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(41)  Accounts Managed on Behalf of Customers 

There are no investment portfolios managed by the Bank on behalf of customers.

(42) Analysis of the maturities of assets and liabilities:
The following table illustrates the analysis of assets and liabilities according to the expected 
period of their recoverability or settlement:

Up to one year More than one 
year 

Total 

31 December 2013

Assets:

Cash and balances at the Central Bank 72,605,317 - 72,605,317

Balances at banks and financial institutions 65,510,489 - 65,510,489

Deposits at banks and financial institutions 1,418,000 - 1,418,000

Financial assets at fair value through state-
ment of income

4,955,288 2,444,143 7,399,431

Direct credit facilities 243,153,887 187,728,926 430,882,813

Financial assets at fair value through other 
comprehensive income

- 10,406,392 10,406,392

Financial assets at amortized cost 65,339,153 62,464,808 127,803,961

Property and plant -net - 22,135,540 22,135,540

Intangible assets - 1,886,627 1,886,627

Deferred tax assets - 4,415,557 4,415,557

Other assets 2,926,797 31,532,130 34,458,927

Total assets 455,908,931 323,014,123 778,923,054

Liabilities:

Deposits at banks and financial institutions 46,650,847 - 46,650,847

Customers’ deposits 517,866,177 - 517,866,177

Cash margins 17,496,184 26,579,005 44,075,189

Borrowed funds 3,798,784 11,864,217 15,663,001

Sundry provisions - 969,764 969,764

Income tax provision 3,042,760 - 3,042,760

Deferred tax liabilities 818,193 - 818,193

Other liabilities 10,308,973 - 10,308,973

Total Liabilities 599,981,918 39,412,986 639,394,904

Net (144,072,987) 283,601,137 139,528,150
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Up to one year More than

one year 

Total 

31 December 2012

Assets:

Cash and balances at the Central Bank 47,545,437 - 47,545,437

Balances at banks and financial institutions 70,630,082 - 70,630,082

Deposits at banks and financial institutions 230,778 - 230,778

Financial assets at fair value through 
statement of income

7,097,737 2,492,199 9,589,936

Direct credit facilities 209,500,538 194,810,730 404,311,268

Financial assets at fair value through other 
comprehensive income

- 12,174,711 12,174,711

Financial assets at amortized cost 27,333,072 78,061,408 105,394,480

Property and plant -net - 21,488,869 21,488,869

Intangible assets - 1,918,827 1,918,827

Deferred tax assets - 4,552,123 4,552,123

Other assets - 30,677,584 30,677,584

Total assets 362,337,644 346,176,451 708,514,095

Liabilities:

Deposits at banks  and financial institutions 11,044,231 - 11,044,231

Customers’ deposits 458,081,546 - 458,081,546

Cash margins 24,112,961 32,223,702 56,336,663

Borrowed funds 33,822,859 - 33,822,859

Sundry provisions - 588,506 588,506

Income tax provision 3,564,655 - 3,564,655

Deferred tax liabilities 616,660 - 616,660

Other liabilities 9,225,958 - 9,225,958

Total Liabilities 540,468,870 32,812,208 573,281,078

Net (178,131,226) 313,364,243 135,233,017
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(43)  Fair Value Hierarchy

The table below analyses financial instruments carried at fair value by the valuation method. The 
different levels have been defined as follows:

Level 1 - Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active markets for identical financial assets or 
liabilities.

Level 2 - Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value 
measurement is directly or indirectly observable market data.

Level 3 - Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value 
measurement is unobservable. The Bank has applied book value method which considered the 
best available method to measure fair value of these investments due to difficulty of fair value 
measurement. 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total

JD JD JD JD

2013

Financial assets through
statement of income 7,399,431 - -  7,399,431

Financial assets through other 
comprehensive income 8,605,138 - 1,801,254 10,406,392

16,004,569 - 1,801,254 17,805,823

2012

Financial assets through 
statement of income 9,589,936 - - 9,589,936

Financial assets through other 
comprehensive income 10,265,971 - 1,908,740 12,174,711

19,855,907 - 1,908,740 21,764,647
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(44)  Fair value Of Financial instruments

The unquoted fair value financial instruments presented in the consolidated financial position 
are not materially different from their carrying value in the consolidated financial statements. In 
addition, the fair value of direct credit facilities, deposits in banks and financial institution, customer 
deposits, cash margin and borrowed money which presented at amortized cost are note materially 
different from their carrying value presented in the consolidated financial statements because 
the interest rate in the financial assets market are not materially different from their contractual 
prices, furthermore, due to the short term periods when it comes to deposits at banks and financial 
institution. The fair value presented at amortized cost is measured either through prices announced 
in the market when it is available or through valuation methods such as used in some bonds with 
fixed interest rate cases.

(45)  Commitments And Contingent Liabilities (Off-Financial Position)

A. Credit commitments and contingencies:

31 December 2013 31 December 2012

JD JD

Letters of credit 21,378,835 24,482,091

Acceptances and periodic withdrawals 15,817,354 9,238,413

Letters of guarantees:

Payments 33,129,161 31,816,812

Performance 41,453,791 42,167,748

Other 21,242,538 20,847,842

Unutilized credit facilities 15,820,621 22,095,684

148,842,300 150,648,590

B. Contractual obligations:

31 December 2013 31 December 2012

JD JD

Contracts to purchase property and equipment 28,273 354,062

Construction contracts 91,254 310,994

119,527 665,056

Operating leases amounted to JD 584,093, with periods ranging from one to twelve months 
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(46) Lawsuits Against The Bank

a. The Bank is a defendant in lawsuits amounting to JD 10,655,080 as 31 December 2013 against 
JD 10,694,759 as of 31 December 2012. The total provision booked against these lawsuits 
amounted to JD 959,881 as of 31 December 2013 against JD 583,256 as of 31 December 2012. As 
per the estimate of the management and the bank’s lawyer, no addition liabilities would arise 
against these lawsuits.

b. There’s one lawsuit in the stated amount above that includes Al-Mawared for financial brokerage 
for an amount of JD 300,000. In the opinion of the management and legal advisor, no liabilities 
would rise against the Company for this case.

c. There were no lawsuits against the subsidiary companies, Tamkeen Leasing Company and Al 
Istethemari Letamweel Salselat Al Imdad as of 31 December 2013.

(47)  Comparative Figures

Certain comparative figures were reclassified for the year ended 31 December 2012 to match the 
financial statement classifications for the year ended 31 December 2013.
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Branch Locations,
ATM Network and Subsidiaries
Contact Center + 962 6 500 1515

Abdoun Branch
9 Salman Al Qdah St., Opposite of Mirabelle 

Emmar Towers Branch
Emmar Towers, Between Fifth & Sixth Circle

Swefieh Branch
67 Abed Al Raheem Haj Mohammad St.

Mecca St. Branch
244 Mecca St., Near Mecca Mall Entrance

Shmeisani Branch
43 Abdul Hamid Sharaf St.

Downtown Branch
35 King Hussein St., Near Al Fuhais Complex

Wehdat Branch
325 Middle East Circle

Sahab Branch
King Abdullah II Bin Al-Hussein Industrial City

Aqaba Branch
Al Nahda St., Next to Days Inn Hotel

Zarqa Branch
73 King Hussein St.

Irbid Branch*
Wasfi Al Tal St., Previously Cinema St.
*No ATM

PRIME
PRIME Contact Center: +962 6 500 1510

Additional ATM Locations
Amman

Blue Fig, Abdoun
Juniah Circle, Der Ghbar
Gulf Gas Station, Madineh Tibiyeh St.
Gulf Gas Station, Jordan University St.
Yasser Mall, Byader Wadi Al-Seer
Aqaba
Radisson Blu, Tala Bay
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Zarqa
Bab Mecca Mall, Rusiefeh

Irbid
Irbid Mall

Subsidiaries
Al MAWARED for Brokerage
43 Abdul Hamid Sharaf St., Shmeisani
Tel: +962 6 563 0500

IMDAD
Salah Fleeh Al Attiyat St., Juwaideh
Tel: +962 6 413 0301

 TAMKEEN
Mecca St., INVESTBANK Branch Building 244
Tel: +962 6 550 2610
 
 PRIME Shmeisani
43 Abdul Hamid Sharaf St.

PRIME Emmar Towers
Emmar Towers, Between Fifth & Sixth Circle
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